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From swarms of insects to the migration of people, studies of collections of complex

individuals are found across multiple disciplines. Accompanying the recent growth

of data for such systems are methods for discovering trends hidden within large

datasets. To join this effort, this thesis shall develop and apply a generic statistical

framework, Density-functional Fluctuation Theory (DFFT), that can both quan-

tify behaviors and predict responses of complex density-dependent systems using

analysis of data alone. Specifically, we consider systems that are collections of

individuals interacting with both their environment and neighboring individuals.

These types of systems arise in fields from ecology to neighborhood-scale demogra-

phy. One feature commonly shared in such studies is that data comes in the form

of densities, e.g. the counts of individuals of a given type in an area. The challenge

DFFT addresses is how to build a statistical framework for such data that is both

descriptive and predictive while making minimal assumptions about the nature

of the underlying interactions in a system. DFFT does so by means of a generic

probabilistic model that separates the tendencies of individuals to be found in

parts of a heterogeneous environment from the tendencies of individuals to group

or not group with others of the same or different type. This thesis shall demon-

strate the utility of this method on experimental, simulated, and extant data sets

by developing predictions that are of use to each respective system. First, using

an experimental collection of walking fruit flies, we measure fly-fly interactions to



accurately predict the distribution of flies after the number of flies changes by two

orders of magnitude. Second, using the classic Schelling model of residential segre-

gation, we develop a multi-group segregation function to accurately predict how a

simulated city responds at short time scales to changes in the population. Third,

using US census population counts by race and ethnicity, we use our segregation

function to predict and validate the probability of any neighborhood within the US

to change its racial composition over a 10 year period. Each chapter is intended

to stand on its own and so readers are encouraged to skip to the application that

most interests them. This thesis, then, establishes DFFT as a useful tool towards

the analysis and prediction of density-dependent complex systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the science-fiction series, Foundation [4], Isaac Asimov developed the theory of

psychohistory. This theory was able to predict the rise and fall of empires and

political institutions based on the principle that, while the behavior of a single in-

dividual may be insrutable, the behavior of a large population is not and is subject

to mathematical and statistical rules. This principle, while fictional, has a basis in

early statistical physics. Indeed, James Clerk Maxwell was inspired by statistical

distributions used to describe human society as he helped establish the field of

statistical physics[6]. Since the late nineteenth century, however, when physicists

consider statistical ensembles, they more often imagine collections of molecules

than more complex entities such as humans. In recent decades, however, with

the emergence of both large data sets and inexpensive computational power, more

and more physicists have shifted their perspectives back onto complex systems for

which empirical modelling was not possible before. This includes studies of animal

groups, human crowds, crime, cities, and more[32, 6, 15, 25, 8]. As a result, fas-

cinating emergent behaviors have been described from statistical analysis of such

systems. We here present an approach inspired by statistical physics with the aim

of going beyond descriptions of complex systems to generating useful predictions

of populations under new circumstances by means of detailed analysis of density

data.

The approach developed throughout this thesis, Density-functional Fluctuation

Theory (DFFT), quantifies behaviors of complex systems from data with the goal

of generating accurate predictions of the system’s response to novel conditions. As

examples, consider the following systems: a city containing neighborhoods with
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names like Chinatown and Little Italy; an ecosystem of rabbits and wolves; a

crowd at a music festival. These systems, and more, have three traits in common.

1. Complex interactions exist between the individuals and their neighbors. For

example, in city neighborhoods racial groups segregate to live with neighbors

belonging to the same subgroup, in ecosystems many species are found in

groups and rabbits avoid being too close to wolves to avoid predation, and in

crowds people group together while simultaneously avoiding overcrowding.

2. They inhabit complex spatial environments in which individuals are more

likely to be found in some places than others. For example, different cities

possess different proportions of racial subgroups, species are more likely to

be found in certain locations than others due to different environmental con-

ditions such as rainfall or temperature, and human crowds will congregate

in certain locations such as closest to the stage.

3. Studies often use data in the form of densities or number of individuals seen in

a certain area. For example, US census data comes in the form of population

counts within different geospatial boundaries, ecological data often comes in

the form of the number of a given species in chosen areas, and some measures

of crowds such as detection of bluetooth signals from phones are in the form

of local crowd density.

If a system of interest possesses the three traits above, then DFFT is an excellent

candidate for generating predictive insights from analysis of data alone. Specif-

ically, this thesis uses DFFT to accurately predict both experimental collections

of walking insects and how neighborhoods change their racial demographics over

time. To do so, DFFT begins with a generic probabilistic framework.
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1.1 General theoretical approach

To model data from a system comprised of many interacting individuals in a het-

erogeneous environment, DFFT separates the “social” interactions that occur be-

tween neighboring individuals from the spatial interactions that individuals have

with their environment. The motivation for doing do is two-fold. First, data is

typically limited and often costly to collect. This separation then allows for quan-

tification of social interations even when the data comes from a complex environ-

ment. Second, DFFT can generate forecasts for how the population may respond

if its environment were to change. DFFT separates these social and environmental

effects by considering their contributions to a generic probabilistic form, P (n;x),

that underlies the observed data. For a single group of individuals (multi-group

developed in chapter 3), this probability P of observing a given density n in a

given location x takes the Maxwell-Boltzmann form of

P (n;x) ∝ S(n)e−V (x)n−f(n), (1.1)

where S(n) is an entropy-like term known ahead of time and may depend on the

area the density was measured over, V (x) is a function of the environment, and

f(n) is a function of the density. The exponent then separates the probabilistic

form into a function of the environment, V (x)n, that captures the likelihood of

an individual to be found at position x, and a function of the density, f(n), that

captures the likelihood of observing fluctuations in the density, such as crowding

together, that arise from social interactions. While the general form of Equation 1.1

will be explained in more detail and extended upon in subsequent chapters, we

here note two useful traits. First, minimal assumptions are made regarding the

nature of the interactions. DFFT simply considers the cumulative effects of all

the interactions on the density data thus allowing for the application of DFFT
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onto a variety of density-dependent systems. The primary assumption made, that

the spatial interactions are independent of the social interactions, is one that can

be easily investigated with data. Second, since the combined terms V (x)n+ f(n)

take the form of an energy in a standard Boltzmann distribution from statistical

physics, we have access to the physicist toolkit for making dynamic predictions

from an energy minimization perspective. The utility of this separation shall be

demonstrated in three different systems throughout this thesis.

1.2 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 applies DFFT to an experimental crowd of walking fruit flies. Through

this study, we show how DFFT can both predict how flies will distribute themselves

in new environments and also how DFFT can observe changes in the behavior of the

flies. This chapter also provides an explanation of the origin of the DFFT equation.

Chapter 3 expands upon the DFFT form to systems with multiple components

and time-dependent changes through analysis of a Schelling agent-based model of

segregation. Chapter 4 uses DFFT to make time-dependent probabilistic forecasts

of the changes in racial composition for neighborhoods spanning the entire U.S.

while simultaneously revealing differences in segregation between racial groups and

over time. Further, this application demonstrates how to accommodate limited

sparse data that is sampled across blocks with different areas. For clarity, some

supplemental information has been removed but can be found in the respective

publications[62, 16, 51]. Lastly, chapter 5 outlines a generic workflow to applying

DFFT to data from novel systems.
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CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO DFFT THROUGH PREDICTIONS OF A

WALKING INSECT SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

A primary goal of collective population behavior studies is to determine the rules

governing the distribution of a crowd, and use these rules to make predictions about

future behaviors in new environments. Current agent-based models of collective

motion can reproduce many behaviors, ranging from random milling to flocking and

schooling, but often must postulate difficult to validate rules for agent interactions

with each other and their environment[89, 38, 9, 55, 21, 100, 65, 1, 116, 96]. In con-

trast to such bottom-up approaches, some studies have inferred interaction rules

from observations of individual motions for a few species of fish[40, 45], birds[7],

and insects[11, 46], but these studies have largely been limited to specific behav-

iors and have not been developed for making predictions under new circumstances.

We here propose to infer the rules for mass behaviors directly from observations of

local crowd density and to quantitatively predict mass behavior under new circum-

stances. Underlying this approach is a statistical framework employing concepts

from classical density-functional theory. We demonstrate the power of this theory-

based, data-driven approach in a model crowd consisting of walking fruit flies by

extracting functions describing preferences for location and crowding. We then use

these functions to make quantitatively accurate predictions for fly distributions in

new environments. We additionally characterize the crowding preference function

as a method for measuring the ”mood” of a crowd. Such methods are a promising

approach for real-time measurement and prediction of mass behavior that may find
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uses in fields ranging from spatial ecology and active matter, to demography and

economics.

2.2 Derivation of density-based model of crowd behavior

One of the central tenants of statistical physics is that generic thermodynamic

behaviors emerge from underlying interaction rules among large numbers of par-

ticles [12, 98]. Remarkably, these emergent behaviors are often insensitive to the

detailed nature of the underlying interactions. Here, we pursue the hypothesis

that a similar scenario emerges in the study of large populations [95, 64] so that

behaviors arising from generic agent-based models can be predicted using a top-

down approach. Consider, as an analogy, a crowd at a political rally (Fig. 2.1a).

Under such circumstances, individuals will seek the best locations — presumably

closest to the stage — while avoiding overcrowded areas where there is insufficient

“personal space.” Moreover, individuals will, from time to time, move to new,

better locations that become available.

A plausible agent-based model of this behavior would assign an intrinsic desir-

ability of each location x through a vexation function V (x) that takes its minimum

value at the most ideal location near the stage. In addition, it would account for

crowding effects through the local crowd areal density n(x) by introducing a frus-

tration function f ′(n), so that the relative preferablity of location x is actually

the sum of vexation and frustration effects, V (x) + f ′(n(x)). Finally, this model

would include a behavioral rule to account for the tendency for individuals to seek

improved locations. When an agent considers a move from location x to x′, the

change in the agent’s dissatisfaction is ∆H ≡ (V (x′)+f ′(n(x′))−(V (x)+f ′(n(x)).

6
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Figure 2.1: Resulting Density-Functional Approach. a, Schematic of crowd
in which agents attempt to get as close to the stage as possible while avoiding
overcrowding. b, In the absence of interactions, the mean of each probability
distribution (vertical dashed line) indicates location preference, from which we
can extract a bin-dependent vexation functional, vb. c, Resulting bin-dependent
vexations. d-f, Crowds in environments with uniform vexation but with neutral,
repulsive, or attractive interactions. The repulsive and attractive interactions are
reflected in the deviation of the probability distribution from the Poisson form.
From these deviations we can extract a bin-independent frustration functional fN ,
whose curvature indicates the nature and intensity of the interaction.
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A rule where each agent executes such moves with probability 1/(e∆H+1) captures

the intuition that moves that increase the dissatisfaction ∆H > 0 are unlikely, and

moves that decrease the dissatisfaction ∆H < 0 are likely, while moves where

∆H = 0 occur with 50% probability. The disadvantage of this approach is that

these rules for each agent are postulated and comparison with experiment requires

gathering statistics from repeated simulations, each of which scales as the number

of agents or worse.

An alternative top-down approach can be developed by considering the system

as a whole and summing the changes in the individual agent dissatisfactions ∆H

to obtain a net global population dissatisfaction functional H[n(x)][62]. Integrating

over dn and area element dA yields

H[n(x)] ≡ F [n(x)] +

∫
V (x)n(x) dA, (2.1)

where the net frustration effect at location x is described by f(n) =
∫
f ′(n) dn,

and a local density approximation[87, 41] F [n(x)] ≡
∫
f(n(x)) dA is in this case

sufficient for capturing the crowd behavior. This global functional H[n(x)] and

the model described above then lead mathematically to the prediction[62] that the

observed probability for observing a crowd arrangement with density n(x) will be

given by the probability density functional

P [n(x)] = Z−1 exp(−H[n(x)]), (2.2)

where Z is an overall normalization constant. Next, to make contact with

experiments we discretize Eq. 2.1 as H =
∑

b(fNb
+ vbNb), where vb is the average

value of the vexation V (x) over bin b, and fNb
≡ f(Nb/A)A approximates the total

8



frustration contribution of bin b of area A[62]. Substituting this discretization into

Eq. 2.2, the overall probability factors into independent distributions for each bin

of the form

Pb(N) = z−1
b

1

N !

(
e−vb

)N
e−fN , (2.3)

where zb is a bin-dependent normalization constant and N ! accounts for equiv-

alent configurations among the bins[62]. Thus, we predict that the fluctuations of

the bin counts will be statistically independent and follow a modified Poisson form

for each bin. This formulation dramatically reduces the complexity of the system

description from tracking each individual to tracking the local density in each bin.

Additionally, instead of rules with potentially complex interactions for each agent,

the global system behavior of the density is determined by just two functions, vb

and a bin-independent fN .

Remarkably, rather than postulating these functions, they can be extracted

directly from measurements of density distributions in each bin. In particular, if

there are no interactions (fN = 0), the fluctuations will be Poisson distributed, as

expected for an experiment counting independent events. From the mean of these

distributions one can extract an effective vb (Fig. 2.1b,c) that can arise either from

actual preferences for particular locations or from other kinetic interactions with

the environment, such as slowing down near barriers[49]. Such probability distri-

butions are modified substantially from their non-interacting form (Fig. 2.1d) when

interactions are included (Fig. 2.1e,f). For highly repulsive interactions (Fig. 2.1e)

the fluctuation distribution will narrow since the density will be uniformly dis-

tributed. In contrast, attractive interactions (Fig. 2.1f) lead to group formation

and a bimodal distribution corresponding to high and low density regions. Thus,
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from distortions off of the Poisson form, we can determine an effective function

fN that describes any local interaction, attractive or repulsive. Moreover, this

formulation holds whether the interaction is directly related to density or to more

complex factors such as orientation distributions, as well as higher-order many

body interactions[62]. The power of this approach is that, since vb is tied to the

interactions with the environment and fN is tied to inter-agent interactions, it may

be possible to combine vexations and frustrations from previous measurements to

predict future crowd behaviors.

Several conditions must be met when applying this methodology to crowds un-

der realistic circumstances. For example, the system must be sufficiently ergodic.

Thus, the time scales for measurements must be longer than the system decor-

relation time. In addition, the agent interactions with their environment should

be sufficiently independent of the agent density, the agent interactions should be

sufficiently independent of location, and both should be stable over the measure-

ment time. Finally, bin sizes must be appropriately chosen. The bins must be

large enough to yield reliable estimates of density as well as to avoid trivial cor-

relations in neighboring bins, yet small enough that the underlying vexation and

local density are nearly constant across each bin.

2.3 Application of DFFT to experimental data of walking

insects

To test whether this approach applies to actual populations, we consider a model

crowd consisting of wild-type male Drosophila melanogaster. The flies are confined

in 1.5 mm tall transparent chambers where they can walk freely but cannot fly or

10



climb on top of each other. We record overhead videos of the flies, bin the arena,

and use custom Matlab-based tracking algorithms[62] to measure the individual

bin counts Nb in each video frame. To explore a variety of behaviors, we use arenas

of different shapes and apply heat gradients across the arenas to generate different

spatial preferences. We find that the flies fully adjust to such changes in their

environments after 5 minutes. We also find that the behavior of the flies changes

slowly over a time scale of hours[62]. We thus take care to make our observations

over 10 minute windows during time periods where the behavior is stable.

A top down image of 65 flies in a quasi 1D arena that is uncomfortably heated

on the right is shown in figure 2.2a. We find that a bin size of 0.15 cm2, corre-

sponding to the area of approximately 7 flies, ensures that the counts are spatially

independent (Fig. 2.2b) and that the density does not vary substantially over each

bin. We also find that the decorrelation time for Nb is about 5 seconds (Fig. 2.2c)

indicating the system is sufficiently ergodic over the time scale of our observation

windows. We show representative probability distributions Pb(N) for a low and a

high density bin in figures 2.2d,e. We find that the distribution peaks are centered

at higher N near the left side of the chamber suggesting lower vexation there. Addi-

tionally, the high density probability distribution is significantly narrower than the

fitted Poisson distribution hinting that there are additional repulsive interactions

between the flies.

To validate our description and quantify the vexations and frustrations, we plot

the effective free energy − ln (N !Pb(N)) = (vbN + ln zb) + fN versus N in figure 2f.

To determine whether the frustration fN is indeed universal, we subtract a linear

term corresponding to a bin-dependent vexation and normalization constant, vbN+

ln zb, from each curve. Remarkably, the resulting curves can be made to collapse,

11
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Figure 2.2: Statistical Analysis and Extraction of Functionals for Walking
Fruit Fly Experiments. a, Single frame of 65 flies walking in a quasi 1D chamber
of dimensions 10 cm × 0.8 cm divided into 48 bins with approximate area 0.15 cm2.
The chamber is heated so that the temperature varies from 35 ◦C on the left
to 50 ◦C on the right. b, Averaged spatial correlation function. c, Averaged
temporal correlation function. d-e, Probability distributions of the number of
flies in two different bins. The border color indicates the bin location in the
experiment. Red curves indicate the best fit Poisson distributions. f, The effective
free energy, − ln(N !Pb(N)), for eight representative bins. The observed positive
curvature indicates deviations from the Poisson form and repulsive interactions.
g, Frustration functional, fN , obtained from collapse of the effective free energies
for all 48 bins upon removal of the Poisson contributions. h, Vexation for each bin
as measured from the Poisson contributions to the free energies.
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indicating that a single, universal frustration function fN applies equally well to

all bins (Fig. 2.2g). The positive curvature indicates that higher densities are

less preferable than expected from non-interacting populations, and thus indicates

repulsive interactions. We also show the bin-dependent vexation values vb used to

collapse the curves in figure 2.2h. Finally, as an indicator of the strength of the

collapse, we find that modifying the best least-squared fit Poisson distributions

by including just eight universal frustration values (f0 through f7) decreases our

reduced χ2 value for 166 degrees of freedom from 8.1 to 0.95. Additionally, our

DFFT model is favored by the likelihood ratio test with probability p < 0.001 for

accepting the hypothesis that the frustration values should be taken to be zero and

a vexation-only model be used. This latter test confirms that the aforementioned

reduction in χ2 is not a result of overfitting[62].

An important consequence of the physical independence of fN from vb is that

it should be possible to use the frustrations extracted from the quasi-1D chamber

to predict fly distributions in distinct vexations (Fig. 2.3). We demonstrate this

capability by predicting the measured density distributions for large numbers of

flies (on the order of 100) in three distinct geometries and temperature gradients

(Fig. 2.3a). Using measurements of just a few flies in each chamber, we extract

density distribution and determine the corresponding vexation vb. Combining this

vexation for each environment with the frustration fN extracted from the quasi 1D

geometry, we predict the fly distributions under dense conditions. Figure 3b shows

this procedure for the stair case geometry. We find that the single-fly probability

distributions for low and high densities are significantly different (Fig. 2.3c). In

contrast, including the interactions through our DFFT approach, predicts a more

homogeneous population that matches the observed distribution (Fig. 2.3d). These

results demonstrate that, using our DFFT analysis, it is indeed possible to make
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Figure 2.3: Predictions of large crowd distributions in three new environ-
ments. a, top row: Experimental observations of dense crowds (124, 219, and
189 flies) in three chambers with different geometries and temperature differences
of up to 20 ◦C. a, bottom row: measured single-fly probability distributions,
NAve/Ntot. b, DFFT protocol applied to the stair-case geometry. b, top row:
Measurement of the density for 3 flies is used to determine the vexation, vb. b,
bottom row: Combining this vexation with the extracted quasi 1D frustration
from figure 2 leads to the high density DFFT prediction. c, Comparison of single-
fly probabilities for the sparse and dense populations shows significant population
shifts as indicated by a correlation coefficient r = 0.73 and a σmean = 3.8. d,
DFFT analysis that incorporates interactions predicts the measured dense popu-
lation distribution within statistical uncertainty (r = 0.96 with a σmean = 1.0).

accurate predictions by combining vexations from experiments in different envi-

ronments with a frustration that corresponds to a particular behavior (“mood”).

Conversely, by keeping the environmental conditions fixed and analyzing dif-

ferent time points in the experiments or changing the ratio of male to female flies,

the resulting change in “mood” can be quantified by extracting the corresponding

functionals. For example, after spending about six hours in the chamber with-
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Figure 2.4: Extracting frustrations to quantify changing behavior. Frus-
trations measured for flies in a 4 cm square chamber. The experiment duration
was seven hours. The frustrations were extracted from two different 10 minute
intervals corresponding to the initial and final stages of experiments on two dif-
ferent populations. The blue curve (90 ♂) exhibits a positive curvature at all
occupancies, indicating an aversion to crowding at all densities. The red curve
characterizes interactions for the same population 6 hours later. The lower cur-
vature indicates significantly reduced aversion to grouping. The yellow curve (30

♂ + 25 ♀) exhibits a downward curvature at low occupations, reflecting mating
interactions between pairs of flies (yellow ellipses). At higher occupancies, the lack
of curvature indicates a more neutral response to changes in occupation number.
Finally, the purple curve characterizes interactions for the same mixed-sex pop-
ulation 6 hours later. The downward curvature shifts to higher occupancies and
is followed by a region of positive curvature. The corresponding inflection point
indicates a preference for group formation with a density of about eight flies per
bin.
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out food or water, the flies exhibit transient groups or clusters of about 10-20

individuals. This change in behavior is quantified by the different curvatures for

the frustrations fN characterizing the initial (blue curve) and deprived states (red

curve) in Fig.2.4. The nearly flat frustration associated with this behavior in-

dicates that male flies are willing to surmount their natural repulsion and form

higher density groups under deprivation conditions, a previously undocumented

spontaneous self-organized change in collective behavior [75, 86, 76]. Attraction

between individuals can be induced by introducing female flies. For groups of flies

with equal numbers of males and females which have been separated for several

days, we find pair formation (yellow ellipses). This behavior is characterized by a

sharp downward curvature in the frustration at low N (yellow curve). Exposing

this population to similar deprivation conditions drives formation of larger groups

(purple circle) at the expense of pair formation. This behavior is captured by the

shift of downward curvature in the frustration to larger bin occupations of N ≈ 7

(purple curve). These data establish that the DFFT approach has the power to

detect and quantify changes in social behaviors.

2.4 Discussion

Collectively, these results demonstrate that top-down approaches are a promis-

ing method for predicting crowd distributions and quantifying crowd behaviors.

The DFFT analysis that we present is particularly powerful because it separates

the influence of the environment on agents from interactions among those agents.

This separation then enables predictions of crowd distributions in new situations

through mixing and matching of the vexations and frustrations from previous ob-

servations in different scenarios. In addition, the real-time quantification of frustra-
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tions opens the door to tracking behavioral changes and potentially extrapolating

the time evolution of frustrations to anticipate future behaviors.
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CHAPTER 3

DEMONSTRATION OF DFFT ONTO A SIMULATION OF

RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION

3.1 Introduction

Forecasting the neighborhood-scale dynamics of residential populations remains an

outstanding problem in demography with the potential to inform and significantly

affect local planning of social and economic developments [88]. For example, such

forecasts could be used to achieve optimal allocation of educational, health and

safety resources by determining the need for new schools [92], hospitals [42] and fire

stations [71] in each neighborhood. In addition, such forecasts would be important

for estimating housing demands [58], and might help combat racial inequalities

by predicting the need for low-income housing developments [2] and public trans-

portation [106, 107]. Despite this wide range of important potential applications,

methods for accurate neighborhood-scale population forecasts remain limited.

Importantly, at regional scales, there are already numerous methods for pre-

dicting population change and dynamics. Traditionally, the demographic equation

is applied to different cohorts [83, 73, 88, 90, 102, 48, 54]. In particular, estimates of

birth and death rates from past data are already quite accurate. Models with differ-

ent amounts of sophistication have also been developed to estimate the migration

rates from available data [82]. For example, the gravity model [77, 34, 44, 50, 72, 29]

and the gravity-like Weidlich-Haag Migratory Model [105, 104, 103, 35] fit migra-

tion data by including relative preferences of origin and destination regions as well

as preferences to make moves to closer locations. The challenge then, is how to

relate the data at the regional level to forecasts at the neighborhood scale.
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One of the key hurdles for making such relations is that, at the neighborhood

scale, drivers of segregation can significantly affect the resulting distributions. At

regional scales, most methods either ignore the drivers of segregation [77] or assume

some simple forms for such segregation effects [35]. These simplifications are most

likely justified for regional or national population forecasts, because the drivers of

segregation, such as economic status, social preferences and housing policy [19, 31],

are likely to average over on a large scale. Such simplifications, however, would

lead to bigger errors if we apply them to make neighborhood-scale forecasts. For

example, consider the recent growth of the Hispanic population in the United

States. With traditional methods, demographers were able to predict this growth

on the coarser county level, where drivers of segregation plausibly averaged. On

the census block group level within a given county, however, this growth was con-

centrated in integrated and predominantly Hispanic block groups with relatively

little increase in the Hispanic population occurring in predominantly non-Hispanic

block groups. Thus, there is still a need for methods that can account for the com-

plex neighborhood-scale effects of segregation in order to forecast neighborhood

scale dynamics such as neighborhood migration.

Although there is a rich history of methods aimed at quantifying neighborhood-

scale segregation and understanding its causes, it has been difficult to use these

methods to accurately create forecasts of future changes in neighborhood-level pop-

ulation distributions. One general approach to the analysis of human segregation

relies on the use of numerical indices to characterize the degree of segregation of a

neighborhood [79, 80, 78, 70, 108, 67, 68, 63, 30, 26]. Such indices have been essen-

tial to understanding how segregation correlates with residential outcomes as well

as potential drivers of segregation. Recently, Ellis et al[28] even used such indices

to extrapolate which neighborhoods are more likely to change their degree of seg-
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regation, but stopped short of forecasting population changes, presumably because

such indices are too coarse grained to make accurate predictions. Another approach

utilizes agent-based models [85, 113, 114, 115, 33, 101, 20, 13, 97, 14, 117, 91], such

as the well studied Schelling model [85, 113, 114, 115, 33, 13], to determine the

degree to which different proposed interactions lead to segregation and to investi-

gate their dynamics. Such studies have shown that even slight preferences towards

segregated neighborhood compositions can lead to drastic city-wide segregation

and dynamic phenomena such as residential tipping. Since these models require

a priori knowledge of the decision rules for migration that are challenging to de-

termine, however, they have found limited use for predicting trends in human

populations[10]. Thus, despite great progress in understanding the nature of seg-

regation, neither segregation indices nor agent-based models have led to widely

adopted methods for predicting population dynamics at the neighborhood scale.

Recently, a new statistical physics method called Density-Functional Fluctua-

tion Theory (DFFT) was developed to make predictions of how crowds will dis-

tribute in different environments [62]. DFFT is a top-down data-driven approach

that extracts functions to separately quantify effective social and spatial prefer-

ences from observations of fluctuations in the local density. By recombining these

functions, DFFT is able to forecast population distributions in new environments

and with different total population numbers.

Here, we demonstrate how to extend DFFT to predict neighborhood-scale de-

mographic data for multi-component time-dependent systems. We test this ap-

proach on data generated from an extended Schelling model simulation of residen-

tial segregation. We first describe application of the Schelling model to systems

comprised of two types of agents in heterogeneous environments. We use the re-
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sults generated from these simulations to create the demographic steady-state data

for our analysis (Fig. 3.1a, Section 3.2). Second, we apply DFFT to this data and

extract functions describing the effective spatial and social preferences of the pop-

ulation (Fig. 3.1b, Section 3.3). Importantly, this quantification of preferences

is generic so that it can capture cumulative effects of the drivers of segregation

without making specific assumptions about their properties or relative strengths.

Next, we institute a sudden regional-scale demographic change to achieve a redis-

tribution of the populations. We again use the Schelling model to generate the

time evolution and new steady-state distribution of the neighborhood-scale demo-

graphic data. To predict the time evolution of the demographic data, we develop a

time-dependent version of DFFT (TD-DFFT) using the extracted DFFT functions.

We then compare the predictions from TD-DFFT to the data generated by the

Schelling model (Fig. 3.1c, Section 3.4). Finally, we predict the new steady-state

joint densities resulting from the demographic change, either through numerical

computation using TD-DFFT or analytic calculation using the DFFT functions

extracted from the original steady-state data. These predictions are then com-

pared to the Schelling model data for the new steady state (Fig. 3.1d, Section 3.5).

While we demonstrate this approach on data generated from a Schelling model, it

should be possible to apply this method to publicly available demographic popu-

lation counts for real populations. If application to real data is successful, DFFT

would extend predictions at the regional-scale down to the neighborhood scale and

yield valuable new insights and predictive power to the fields of segregation and

migration.
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Figure 3.1: General Workflow of Applying DFFT to Demographic Data
(a.) Collect neighborhood-scale steady-state demographic data in the form of
probability distributions of local densities. (b.) Extract DFFT functions from
steady-state data. The DFFT functions characterize social and spatial preferences
separately. (c.) After a demographic change, we predict the time evolution of
neighborhood-scale demographic data with TD-DFFT using the extracted DFFT
functions. We compare our prediction with the observed time evolution from the
Schelling model simulations. (d.) We predict the new neighborhood-scale steady
state after the regional-scale demographic change either numerically using TD-
DFFT or analytically using DFFT functions alone. We compare our prediction
with the observed new steady state of the Schelling model simulations.
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3.2 Modified Schelling Simulation

To generate sample demographic data, we use a dynamic Schelling-type agent-

based model [33] modified to include spatial dependence. In this model, two type

of agents, 1000 red and 1000 blue, make probabilistic moves to new empty cells on

a 60-by-60 lattice grid with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 3.2a). The moves

are based on changes in utility functions that specify social (“Social Utility” U so
R ,

U so
B ) and spatial (“Spatial Utility” U sp

R , U sp
B ) preferences. In particular, at each

step in time, we randomly choose an agent and an empty cell, and the agent will

move to the empty cell with probability

PSchelling =


1

1 + e−∆(Uso
R +Usp

R )
if agent is red

1

1 + e−∆(Uso
B +Usp

B )
if agent is blue

, (3.1)

where ∆ denotes the change in utilities due to the proposed move [61] so that

agents are more likely to move if the total utility increases. The social and spacial

utility functions are defined in figures 3.2b,c and 3.2d,e respectively. In this par-

ticular case, we define the social utility of an agent to linearly increase with the

number of 8-connected neighbors (dashed box in Fig. 3.2a) that are of the same

type. This dependence is illustrated by the homogeneous color of the columns and

rows in figures 3.2b and 3.2c respectively. We set the spatial utilities as shown

in figure 3.2d,e, where red agents prefer the West side of the city and blue agents

prefer the South side of the city. Additional results for more complex social utility

functions are presented in the SI[16]. We use these simulations to generate the

data throughout this paper.

From these simulations we obtain coarse grained data of local agent densities
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Figure 3.2: Extended Schelling-type simulation and steady-state data (a.)
Top-left corner of Schelling lattice grid with 1000 red and 1000 blue agents. Each
step, an agent and an empty cell are randomly chosen, and the agent probabilisti-
cally moves to the empty cell. Shown here, a red agent is chosen to move to a ran-
domly chosen empty cell. 8-connected neighborhoods are shown as dashed boxes.
(b.) Social Utility for red agents is defined by U so

R (Nne
R , N

ne
B ) = 0.4·Nne

R , where Nne
R

and Nne
B are the number of red and blue neighbors respectively. The change in so-

cial utility due to the proposed move in (a) is given by U so
R (5, 1)−U so

R (1, 6) = +1.6,
making this move more socially attractive. (c.) Social Utility for blue agents is
defined by U so

B (Nne
R , N

ne
B ) = 0.4 · Nne

B . (d.) Spatial Utility for red agents U sp
R (x)

decreases linearly in the horizontal direction. The change in spatial utility for the
red agent in (a) for the proposed move is ∆U sp

R ≈ +0.17, making this move more
spatially attractive. So, according to Equation (3.1), the red agent has a 85%
chance of moving. (e.) Spatial Utility for blue agents U sp

B (x) decreases linearly in
the vertical direction. (f.) Sample steady-state configuration of simulation divided
into 25 blocks with 144 sites each. Three block are labelled as ’NE’, ’SW’, and
’SE’ for reference. (g.) Steady-state joint probability distribution of observing a
given agent densities for ’NE’, ’SW’, and ’SE’ blocks sampled over time.
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and their steady-state joint probability distributions. In particular, we run an

ensemble of Schelling simulations, wait until they reach a steady state, where

the system fluctuates about a constant average distribution, and determine the

agent configuration for each simulation. A sample steady-state configuration is

shown in figure 3.2f. We coarse-grain the Schelling lattice grid into 25 blocks

(outlined in the figure by thick lines) and record the total number of red agents

NR,b and blue agents NB,b in each block b. Since all the blocks have the same

area, NR,b and NB,b indicate local densities. By sampling the different steady-state

configurations (denoted in the figure by the stack and ellipses) we measure the

joint local probability distribution of agent densities for each block Pb(NR,b, NB,b).

For simplicity, we will abbreviate NR,b and NB,b as NR and NB when there is no

ambiguity. We show the joint probability distributions for the North East (NE),

South West (SW) and South East (SE) blocks in figure 3.2g. We find that the

SE block is likely to be occupied by a high density of blue agents, while the NE

block is likely to be occupied by a low density of red and blue agents. We also find

that the SW block is occupied by high densities of agents with a wide distribution

of red and blue agent compositions. This wide distribution reflects the inherent

biases for red and blue agents to segregate.

3.3 2-Component Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory

Single-component Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory conjectures that, by ob-

serving the steady-state probability distribution of a single type of agent in a

block, one can extract information about the location dependent preferences and

social interactions of the agent [62]. In particular, by observing the means of the

distributions, it is possible to rank the agent preference for each block. Further,
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the shapes of the distributions provide information about social preference. For

example, a Poisson-like distribution indicates no social interactions, a narrowly

peaked distribution indicates strong repulsion, and a bimodal distribution indi-

cates strong attractive interactions. As such, Méndez-Valderrama et al.[62] write

the block dependent probability distribution as:

Pb(N) = z−1
b

1

N !
exp[−vbN − f(N)], (3.2)

where z−1
b is a normalization constant; vb is defined as the “vexation” and is con-

stant for each block b; and f(N) is defined as the “frustration” and is block-

independent function of local densities. Since all the blocks have the same area

(See SI[16] for the general case), the number of agents N indicates the density.

When f(N) is zero, the distribution is Poisson and the mean is proportional to

exp[−vb], indicating agents avoid blocks with high vb. The deviation of the distri-

bution from Poisson is captured by the function f(N) that depends only on the

density of agents. When f(N) is concave up (e.g. Pb is narrowly peaked), agents

disperse or segregate. When f(N) is concave down (e.g. Pb is bimodal), agents

aggregate. Thus, frustration and vexations respectively capture effective social

and spatial interactions at the coarse-grained block scale. In previous work, it

was shown that this functional form for the probability distribution is remarkably

accurate for data on crowd distributions in not only model, but also living systems

[62].

Extending this theory to multiple agents requires that we use a multivariate

distribution to describe the block dependent vexations for all types of agent. Addi-

tionally, the frustration capturing the interactions between all the agents becomes

a joint function of the density of each type of agent. For the case of two types

of agents (Red and Blue) discussed in the present work, the steady-state joint
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probability distribution in each block b is given by:

Pb(NR, NB) = z−1
b

1

NR!NB!(s−NR −NB)!
exp[−vR,bNR − vB,bNB − f (NR, NB)],

(3.3)

where z−1
b is, again, a normalization constant; vR,b and vB,b are the block-dependent

vexations for the Red and Blue agents; s is the total number of sites within a

block; and f(NR, NB) is the block-independent frustration and is a function of the

local densities of Red and Blue agents. As before, agents avoid blocks with high

vexation. The frustration now captures the social interaction between two types

of agents. Therefore, instead of a single curve that depends on the number of

agents, the frustration becomes a surface that depends on the density of blue and

the density of red agents. The concavities of curves on this surface indicates the

social preferences for having greater or fewer agents of a particular type. Thus, this

frustration function is a functional measure of segregation and can capture a variety

of segregation behaviors (SI Section S5[16]). Finally, the term 1/(s − NR − NB)!

is introduced to better account for the fact that each block in our system can fit a

maximum density of s = 144 agents (See Chen et. al.[16] for a detailed derivation

of equation (3.3)).

To determine whether this functional form for the probability distribution can

be used to fit the Schelling model data we rearrange equation (3.3) to obtain

− ln[NR!NB!(s−NR−NB)!Pb(NR, NB)] = f (NR, NB)+vR,bNR+vB,bNB+cb, (3.4)

where cb = ln(zb) is a normalization constant. The LHS of Equation (3.4) is

determined by our observed probability Pb, and is plotted for three sample blocks

in figure 3.3a.

We use a Maximum Likelihood Estimation algorithm to infer the frustration

and vexations that best fit the data and plot these in figure 3.3b. We find that the
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Figure 3.3: Extracting effective social and spatial preferences (a.) The
LHS of Equation (3.4) is determined by our observed probability Pb (Fig. 3.2g),
and is plotted for blocks ’NE’, ’SW’, ’SE’. We only keep data for cases where
more than 10 observations are recorded for a particular agent combination. (b.)
Using Maximum Likelihood Estimation, we fit each of the 25 LHS surfaces by
a block-independent surface called “frustration” together with a block-dependent
planar shift vR,bNR + vB,bNB + cb, where vR,b and vB,b are two block-dependent
constants called “vexations”, and cb is a block-dependent normalization constant.
Frustration describes social preference, while vexations describe spatial preference.
(c.) The errors of the fit in b are determined by the difference between the right
hand and left hand sides of equation (3.4), for the NE, SW, and SE blocks.
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fits are remarkably accurate as illustrated by the small errors (differences between

LHS and RHS of equation (3.4)) shown for three sample blocks in figure 3.3c. When

comparing the observed joint probability distributions (Fig. 3.2g) with the distri-

butions modeled by equation (3.3) using the extracted frustration and vexations

(Fig. 3.3b), we observe a mean absolute percentage error of 14% for joint densities

with at least 10 observations. The extracted frustration and vexations can then

be used to predict how populations will redistribute in response to demographic

changes, as we show next.

3.4 Predicting Time Evolution

To generate a demographic change in the simulation data, we abruptly switch

350 randomly chosen red agents on the north side of the Schelling lattice into

blue agents. We then record the evolution of an ensemble of agent configurations

(illustrated by the stack and ellipses) as it transitions from this new altered state

at t = 0 to the new steady state at t → ∞ (Fig. 3.4a). As before, we coarse

grain these data at the block level to extract the density of red and blue agents

at each time. The challenge is to predict the evolution of these neighborhood-

scale data using DFFT parameters extracted from the initial steady state data and

knowledge of the regional-scale demographic change. Note that an abrupt regional-

scale demographic change should result in a more extreme neighborhood-scale time

evolution, and therefore be harder to predict than a more realistic continuous

demographic change over time.
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Figure 3.4: Predicting time evolution (a.) Starting from steady-state at t = 0,
we abruptly switch 350 random red agents on the north side of the Schelling
lattice into blue agents to obtain an altered out-of-equilibrium state. The system
continues according to the Schelling model. This is repeated over an ensemble
of Schelling simulations (shown as stacks and ellipses). (b.,c.) Predicted time
evolution of the probability for observing red or blue agents for the ’SE’ block. Note
that the distribution for red agents is skewed away from the mean towards more
segregated values. The MVE predictions agree well with the TD-DFFT Model.
(d.,e.) Observed time evolution of the probability distribution for observing red or
blue agents for the ’SE’ block from the Schelling simulation. (f.) Observed versus
predicted Joint-mean density trajectories for all blocks (counted left-to-right then
top-to-bottom). (g.) Observed versus predicted average changes in number of
agents in block ’SE’ after 1000 Schelling steps for various initial number of agents.
We note that a calibration factor is necessary to match the time scales between
the density based model predictions and the Schelling simulation time steps.
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3.4.1 Time-Dependent DFFT model (Kohn-Sham TD-

DFFT)

To predict the evolving joint density distributions of the ensemble described above,

we construct a Time-Dependent DFFT model in which agents choose to move from

block to block based on changes in the coarse-grained spatial and social preferences.

The coarse-grained preferences can be combined into block-level “Headache” func-

tions:

Hb(NR, NB) = vR,bNR + vB,bNB + f(NR, NB). (3.5)

Specifically, at every step in time, we choose an agent randomly and choose a block

with a weight proportional to the amount of empty spaces it has. The agent then

moves from its current block b to the chosen block b′ with probability:

Pb→b′ =
1

1 + e∆Hb+∆Hb′
, (3.6)

where ∆ denotes the change due to the proposed move. By evolving the ensemble

of altered states according to the above rule, we can numerically predict the evo-

lution of the joint density distributions, up to a constant-time scale difference (See

SI Section S6.3[16] for reasons of introducing a time scale). We can extract the

time scale easily by comparing the rate of steady-state fluctuations in the Schelling

simulation and the TD-DFFT model. This TD-DFFT model corresponds to the

adiabatic approximation of Kohn-Sham Time-Dependent Density-functional The-

ory [52, 84, 94] (See SI Section S7.1[16]), whose predictions can be determined

exactly through a master equation approach as well (See SI Section S6.2[16]).
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3.4.2 Mean Value Equation (Hohenberg-Kohn TD-DFFT)

For situations where the full analysis presented above is too computationally ex-

pensive, we develop a simplified mean value approach. In particular, to obtain

a good distribution of states, the above agent-based simulation approach to solv-

ing Kohn-Sham TD-DFFT model requires that we evolve an ensemble with a size

much bigger than the number of frequently observed states. Since the number

of states scales steeply with the number of blocks and agents, the Kohn-Sham

TD-DFFT model may be computationally expensive to run for real cities with

hundreds of blocks and millions of people. When the probability distributions are

single-peaked, as is the case here, one may approximate the time evolution of the

joint mean densities of the above model according to the following Mean Value

Equation (MVE, See derivation in SI Section S6.2[16]):
d

dt
NR,b =

∑
b′ 6=b

νR,b′→b − νR,b→b′

d

dt
NB,b =

∑
b′ 6=b

νB,b′→b − νB,b→b′
, (3.7)

where NR,b and NR,b denotes the mean red and blue agent density for block b,

respectively. νR,b→b′ and νB,b→b′ are the density flow rates for red and blue agents

from block b to block b′, calculated from
νR,b→b′ ≈

NR,b

Ntot

· s−NR,b′ −NB,b′

stot −Ntot

· Pb→b′

νB,b→b′ ≈
NB,b

Ntot

· s−NR,b′ −NB,b′

stot −Ntot

· Pb→b′
. (3.8)

Equation (3.7) says that the rate of change in the mean density of agents in block

b is given by the sum of inflow rates from all other blocks b′ 6= b into block b, minus

the sum of outflow rates from block b into all other blocks b′ 6= b. We can also

easily interpret the flow rate approximations in Equation (3.8) following the rules

of the TD-DFFT Model (Section 3.4.1): The first term in the product represents
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the probability of choosing the corresponding type of agent in block b, where the

denominator Ntot = 2000 is the total number of agents in the city; The second

term in the product represents the probability of choosing an empty cell in block

b′, where the denominator stot−Ntot = 3600− 2000 = 1600 is the total number of

empty cells in the city; The third term corresponds to the probability of transition

defined in Equation (3.6). Note that this MVE might fail to capture the behavior

of the TD-DFFT Model with extreme segregation, when Equation (3.7) exhibits

‘bifurcation behavior’ [105, 35] (See SI Section S8[16]). Since the MVE deals with

average numbers in each block, it corresponds more closely to a Hohenberg-Kohn

[41] TD-DFT (See SI Section S7.2[16]).

3.4.3 Results

Overall, we obtain excellent agreement between the TD-DFFT model/MVE pre-

dictions and the simulated Schelling data. As an example, we compare the pre-

dicted (Figs. 3.4b,c) and observed (Figs. 3.4d,e) time evolution of the probability

distribution of red (NR) and blue (NB) agents for the South East (SE) block (and

all other blocks in SI Section S9[16]). We find that the model accurately captures

the trends in the means as well as the skews in the distributions about the means.

In particular, the MVE (blue dotted lines in Figs. 3.4b,c) accurately tracks the

mean values of the TD-DFFT model (red lines in Figs. 3.4b,c). Additionally, we

compare the trajectory of the joint means for all the blocks in figure 3.4f. Once

again, we find excellent agreement throughout the entire trajectory even when the

evolution is non-monotonic as is the case for blocks 12-15. Finally, given an initial

joint density (NR,NB) for a particular block we are able to predict the joint prob-

ability distribution for the block after 1000 Schelling steps. We plot the observed
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average change in the joint density for each initial condition for the SE block in

figure 3.4g. These predictions, indicated by the red arrows, are compared with the

observed data, indicated by the black arrows. Once again, we observe excellent

agreement between the predictions of the TD-DFFT model and the demographic

data. The arrow directions reflect the constraints induced by local interactions

over short time scales, despite the fact that the long time equilibrium of the joint

probability distribution resides in the upper left region of the plot. It is this capac-

ity to model the step-wise evolution that allows the TD-DFFT model to accurately

track the time dependent trajectories of the Joint Means as shown in figure 3.4f.

Finally, we have conducted similar studies involving the same demographic change

for cases where the demographic data is generated using more complicated Social

and Spatial utility functions and have obtained TD-DFFT predictions of similar

fidelity.

In part, the reason the Time-dependent DFFT model is able to accurately de-

scribe the evolution of the Schelling data after a demographic change, is that it

is itself a type of agent-based model. There are, however, a number of important

distinctions. First, the TD-DFFT model relies on coarse-grained data. Details of

the Schelling simulation such as the lattice grid structure, the 8-connected neigh-

bors, and empty spots are averaged over to obtain the density in each block. As

such the TD-DFFT model keeps only the essential information necessary to make

predictions about the density. Second, the TD-DFFT model relies on empirically

extracted parameters. As such it does not require that we impose specific rules

governing the system evolution. Instead, it determines the rules from the original

steady-state data in order to make predictions. These distinctions will lead to

discrepancies in certain extreme conditions. For instance, when block-size is very

small (e.g. 4 by 4 cells), the interaction of agents between neighboring blocks will
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greatly affect the dynamics. In the TD-DFFT model, however, such effects are

ignored in the coarse-graining procedure, resulting in different dynamics (See SI,

Section S10[16]).

3.5 Predicting the New Steady-state

To predict the new steady-state joint probability distributions, Pb(NR, NB, t→∞)

we can either run the TD-DFFT model until it reaches a steady state, or calculate

the new distribution analytically. To analytically predict the new distribution, we

take advantage of the fact that the social and spatial preferences of the individuals

remain the same throughout this demographic change in the total number of each

agent. Since these social and spatial preferences manifest themselves at the coarse

grained level as differences in the headache functions of two blocks, ∆Hb + ∆H ′b,

we can rewrite the headache function as:

Hb −→ Hb − µRNR − µBNB (3.9)

without affecting these preferences. Here, µR and µB are block-independent con-

stants called ‘agent potentials’ (analogous to chemical potentials in statistical

physics) that tune the expected total number of each type of agent over all the

blocks (see SI, Sections S1.2 and S1.4[16]). To determine these constants, we mod-

ify the exponent in Eq. 3.3 and use Newton’s method to converge on values for µR

and µB so that the means of the probability distribution, when averaged over all the

blocks, equals the new mean for the entire system resulting from the demographic

change. We compare the predictions for the joint probability distributions, as well

as the mean of the agent densities for each block with the observed data from the

Schelling model in figure 3.5. We find excellent agreement between the predic-
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Figure 3.5: Analytically predict new steady state (a.) Predicted versus ob-
served new steady-state joint probability distribution for block ’SE’. (b.) Predicted
versus observed mean densities of red agents for all blocks. (c.) Predicted versus
observed mean densities of blue agents for all blocks.

tions and the simulated demographic data. Importantly, this analytic approach

arrives at the same new steady state distribution that the previously described

time dependent DFFT model predicts, but with orders of magnitude increase in

computational speed and without the need for modelling dynamic behaviors.
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3.6 Implications and Future Directions

The ability of DFFT to accurately predict the evolution of residential segregation

for demographic data obtained from the Schelling model is an important step

towards developing methods for making demographic predictions. Unlike bottom-

up agent-based approaches that postulate specific rules, DFFT empirically extracts

these rules from observations. Additionally, in contrast to top-down data-driven

approaches that only extract descriptive measures of segregation, DFFT uses the

more detailed extracted rules to forecast population dynamics.

Importantly, this framework could easily be extended to include an even greater

number of agent types. As long as residential choice is driven separately by the

composition of local neighborhoods and the coarse agent spatial preferences, it is

straightforward to include vexations for each agent type and a multidimensional

frustration that accounts for the multi-agent social interactions.

We also anticipate a clear pathway towards modeling other demographic

changes such as changes in social or spatial preferences. In these particular cases

it is necessary to know how to map such changes to the DFFT functions extracted

from the initial steady state data. Such a mapping can be achieved in a number of

ways. First, it may be possible to directly guess the change in the DFFT functions.

For example, if we knew that the spatial utility functions for the agents were ex-

changed, we could use knowledge from previous simulations to determine the new

vexations: vB → vR and vR → vB. Second, even if we had no a priori knowledge

of this change, we could still use intermediate time points in the evolution of the

demographic data to adjust the vexations and frustration. For example, after ev-

ery 1000 Schelling time steps we would modify our DFFT functions so that we get

the best agreement between the dynamics of the predicted and observed density
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changes for the agents (Fig. 3.4g). These examples illustrate the flexibility that

DFFT provides for making predictions for a broad range of demographic changes

within the context of the Schelling model.

The ability to recast the Schelling model into the DFFT framework suggests

that it should be possible to extend this approach to other agent based models.

In the field of ecological demography, DFFT could provide a new description for

predator-prey dynamics in the stochastic spatial Lotka-Volterra model [24]. In the

fields of evolutionary biology or economics, DFFT could give new insights into

the success of different strategies such as cooperation by coarse graining stochastic

game models [111, 66]. As long as the agents in a given system are driven sepa-

rately by local interactions with their neighbors and spatial interactions, we expect

the DFFT analysis presented here will make accurate predictions of the evolving

system.

Finally, to the extent that agent-based approaches like the Schelling model

inform trends in demographic patterns, it may be possible to apply DFFT to

data sets for human populations. For example, decennial American census data

provides block level counts of the number of people by race and ethnicity. Given

these data, DFFT could be used to measure the frustration between different

races or ethnicities and their vexations throughout the country. As such DFFT

could serve as a detailed lens into the social and spatial nature of racial residential

segregation and be a powerful tool for forecasting the composition of American

neighborhoods.
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CHAPTER 4

FORECASTING RACIAL DYNAMICS AT THE NEIGHBORHOOD

SCALE USING DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL FLUCTUATION

THEORY

4.1 Introduction

Racial residential segregation is a defining and enduring feature of U.S. society,

shaping inter-group relations, racial disparities in income and health, and access

to high-quality public goods and services [107, 2, 67, 47, 59, 53]. The design of

policies aimed at addressing these inequities would be better informed by descrip-

tive models of segregation that are able to predict neighborhood scale racial sorting

dynamics [37, 110]. While coarse regional population projections are widely acces-

sible [90, 102, 74, 22], small area population changes remain challenging to predict

because granular data on migration is limited and mobility behaviors are driven by

complex social and idiosyncratic dynamics [99, 17, 110]. Consequently, to account

for such drivers, it is necessary to develop methods that can extract effective de-

scriptions of their impacts on population dynamics based solely on statistical anal-

ysis of available data. Here, we develop and validate a Density-Functional Fluctu-

ation Theory (DFFT)[62, 16] that quantifies segregation using density-dependent

functions extracted from population counts and uses these functions to accurately

forecast how the racial/ethnic compositions of neighborhoods across the US are

likely to change. Importantly, DFFT makes minimal assumptions about the nature

of the underlying causes of segregation and is designed to quantify segregation for

neighborhoods with different total populations in regions with different composi-

tions. This quantification can be used to accurately forecast both average changes
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in neighborhood compositions and the likelihood of more drastic changes such

as those associated with gentrification and neighborhood tipping[27, 31, 23]. As

such, DFFT provides a powerful framework for researchers and policy makers alike

to better quantify and forecast neighborhood-scale segregation and its associated

dynamics.

Various methods have been developed to accurately forecast demographic

changes at regional scales [72, 90, 102, 74, 22, 36], but determining how these

changes trickle down to the neighborhood scale where the effects of segregation

are most apparent and pernicious remains a major challenge [99, 17, 110]. This

challenge is due to limitations in access to sufficient data as well as difficulties in

modeling the decision making process of residential mobility. If complete counts

of individual migration events were available, the migration rates that predom-

inantly drive neighborhood-scale population changes could be directly measured

and population dynamics could be simulated. Due to data and privacy limita-

tions that conceal migration events, however, such an approach using publicly

available data is not possible. Alternatively, if the drivers of human mobility

were fully understood, one could reliably model changes in neighborhood popu-

lations. Often, however, the drivers of residential choice are complex and mul-

tifaceted, ranging from housing policies to social preferences and economic con-

straints, rendering such approaches unreliable. In the absence of reliable mod-

els, researchers have resorted to using a variety of ad hoc approaches to gener-

ate small area population projections, ranging from estimations of birth, death,

and migration rates[110], to extrapolations[33, 3], population share models [109],

microsimulations[93], regressions[17], and GIS models[5, 99]. These methods, how-

ever, typically do not account for segregation, which is known to drive residential

dynamics. Whether it is possible to develop accurate models of population dy-
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namics driven by segregation from available coarse grained data of neighborhood

scale population counts remains an open question.

An important step towards developing such a model entails determining how

much information relating to segregation can be extracted from available data

sets. While there is a rich and detailed history of methods aimed at quantifying

neighborhood-scale segregation and understanding its causes, these methods typi-

cally reduce segregation trends to simple scalar indices[43, 60, 79, 80, 112, 30, 39,

18, 81]. Impressively, such indices have provided important tools for understanding

how segregation differs across cities, how it has changed over time, how it corre-

lates with social and economic outcomes, and how drivers of segregation are likely

to change into the future[28]. However, using a single index to describe popula-

tion distributions is problematic since a single index cannot distinguish between

segregation scenarios that can lead to drastically different changes in neighbor-

hood populations as shown for three simulated cities in figure 4.1. As a simpler

example, consider two hypothetical cities with a population evenly split between

two subgroups, red and blue, living in equally-sized neighborhoods. One city is

comprised of equal numbers of neighborhoods whose residents are entirely blue,

entirely red, and highly mixed (50/50); while the other city is comprised of equal

numbers of neighborhoods whose residents are 83% red and 83% blue. These two

cities clearly have different segregation patterns between the red and blue popu-

lation subgroups and yet are represented by the exact same dissimilarity index.

Moreover, migration patterns of these two cities must differ in order to sustain

these population distributions as individuals move between neighborhoods. In the

first city, a neighborhood that is populated entirely by blue persons would likely

remain entirely blue while the same such neighborhood in the second city, in which

there are typically no such neighborhoods, would evolve towards the more proba-
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ble composition closer to 83% blue. Segregation indices, then, are overly reductive

in trying to capture such differences in neighborhood migration dynamics. The

solution to this problem is to move beyond simple segregation indices and develop

more detailed measures, such as segregation functions, that can distinguish be-

tween such scenarios. These more detailed measures could then be used to develop

methods to predict population dynamics at the neighborhood scale.

Here, we show such an approach using available data to capture the effects

of segregation on small area population changes is possible. We do so by de-

veloping a statistical framework based on Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory

(DFFT) [16] that extracts functions describing segregation from available demo-

graphic data and uses these functions to accurately predict neighborhood scale

population changes (Fig. 4.2). Specifically, we use observations of fluctuations

in local neighborhood compositions (Fig. 4.2a) to extract functions that quantify

neighborhood-scale interactions between racial/ethnic subgroups. We then use

projected changes in county compositions (Fig. 4.2b) in combination with the in-

ferred segregation functions to forecast how neighborhoods within these regions

are likely to change their compositions. As a proof of concept, we validate this

approach using historical census data and then go on to make predictions of likely

changes in racial/ethnic compositions at the neighborhood scale across the entire

United States for the year 2020 (Fig. 4.2c) and beyond.

4.2 Results

The approach we pursue here entails estimating the probabilities of neighborhood

racial/ethnic compositions underlying census population counts and then deter-
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between traditional segregation indices and
DFFT functions. (a-c) Utility functions defined for Schelling segregation model.
Utilities for a given agent are calculated based on the number of 8-connected neigh-
bors that are the same type as the chosen agent. Increasing functions drive seg-
regation. (d) Underlying Schelling model. Red and blue agents choose to switch
locations based on utility changes incurred by proposed switches. (e-g) Sample
snapshots from simulations with equal number of red and blue agents using utility
functions (a-c), respectively. (h-j) Neighborhood composition of blue agents from
(e-g), respectively, when grouped into 6x6 size neighborhoods. (k-m) Respective
probability distributions of neighborhood compositions tallied over 1000 snapshots
and all neighborhoods. (n-o) Dissimilarity and Theil segregation indices[79] mea-
suring the degree of segregation between blue and red agents. (p) H functions
obtained through transformation of probability distributions shown in (k-m) us-
ing Eq. 1 in the main text. (q) H functions shown in (p) with the ”linear” H
function subtracted. Probability distributions (k-m) reveal that each city has a
different behavior due to differences in the utility functions (a-c) despite having
nearly identical segregation indices (n-o). In contrast, the DFFT H functions (p-
q) retain all the information presented in the probability distributions and can be
used to forecast dynamic changes in simulated neighborhood compositions[16].
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Figure 4.2: Data-driven forecasting of changes in neighborhood
racial/ethnic compositions. (a) Neighborhood-scale (US census block group)
White compositions in 2010 for the three most populous counties, Los Angeles,
Cook, and Harris. (b) Projected changes in county-scale White compositions from
2010 to 2020 using traditional demographic methods[36]. (c) Forecasts of changes
in neighborhood composition for counties shown in (a). Here, we infer segregation
functions from data in (a) that, when incorporated with traditional projections of
coarser county-scale changes in composition (b), can generate accurate forecasts of
changes in neighborhood-scale racial compositions. We perform this analysis for
the White, Black, and Hispanic population subgroups and verify the validity of
such forecasts by projecting 2010 compositions based on data from 2000.

mining if such probabilities can be used to predict the tendencies of neighborhoods

to change their racial composition. For a given county, such a probability distri-

bution can be expressed as ∼ e−H(n,s) where H is a function that penalizes the

composition (fraction) of persons identifying with a given subgroup, n, and that

depends on the total number of people in a neighborhood, s. Since there are a

limited number of neighborhoods within a given county, each with its own total

population, we can improve the statistical sampling of the data by separating from
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H the dependence on s. One known statistical effect associated with different

population counts is that certain compositions are more likely than others based

on the number of distinct arrangements of individuals within a neighborhood that

give rise to that composition. This effect can be accounted for using a binomial

factor,
(
s
sn

)
, which counts the number of unique arrangements leading to a given

composition. Second, if we make a mean-field approximation that H(n) is the

penalty for any given person to be found in a neighborhood with composition n,

then the joint penalty for simultaneously observing s individuals in that neigh-

borhood is simply sH(n). Thus, we can approximate the probability P (n; s), of

observing a composition, n, in a neighborhood with s total persons as

P (n; s) = z−1

(
s

sn

)
e−sH(n), (4.1)

where z is a normalization constant [16].

To investigate this neighborhood-size invariant ansatz for the function H(n),

we test whether a single penalty function can account for simulated data of systems

with different neighborhood sizes (Fig. 4.3). Specifically, we conduct a Schelling

model simulation of a segregated county [16] (See Methods for details), divide

the county into equal sized neighborhoods, and count the number of agents in

each neighborhood. Finally, we generate a histogram of the number of times each

neighborhood composition is observed (blue), and extract the penalty function

H(n) through simple rearrangement of equation 4.1. This procedure is repeated

for the same simulation, but with different neighborhood sizes (5x5, 9x9, and

15x15). We find that, regardless of the neighborhood size, we extract the same

penalty function, H(n). Importantly, the invariance of this statistical measure to

the number of persons in a neighborhood, known in the literature as sample size

invariance[79], allows for efficiently inferring the probability distribution underlying

the Census population counts for a given county regardless of the neighborhood
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size s.

Importantly, while the penalty function H(n) provides an effective descrip-

tion of the emergent interactions between racial/ethnic subgroups, it is susceptible

to changes in the county composition. For example, two counties with different

racial/ethnic compositions may have the same neighborhood-scale interactions be-

tween racial/ethnic subgroups, but drastically different probability distributions

simply because there are proportionally more residents of a particular subgroup in

one county than the other. To address this issue, we make an additional assump-

tion that the penalty function can be broken up into a term linear in n that fully

accounts for variations in the proportions of the different subgroups in the county,

whose slope we call the ”vexation, v,” and an interaction term that quantifies the

tendencies of neighborhoods to adopt a particular composition, which we call the

”frustration function” f(n),

H(n) = vn+ f(n). (4.2)

Here, the first term acts as a constant penalty for increases in the composition and

so counties with higher values for the vexation must have lower overall composi-

tions of the chosen subgroup. The frustration function, f(n), contains the higher

order terms of H(n) and acts as a penalty function that captures segregation ten-

dencies of neighborhoods[62, 16]. In particular, when f(n) = 0, the distribution

is a random binomial distribution. When f(n) has negative curvature, it drives

neighborhoods towards segregated compositions resulting in broader probability

distributions. To demonstrate the utility of this separation, we simulate three

counties as before, but this time with the same neighborhood size and segrega-

tion behaviors but different overall compositions (Fig. 4.3e-g) and calculate the

corresponding H(n) functions (Fig. 4.3h). While the H(n) functions are distinct,

subtraction by linear functions with slope v shows they can all be described by the
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of sample size invariance and compositional
invariance of DFFT functions using simulated data. Top half: Schelling
simulations of segregated agents (Snapshots) grouped into different neighbor-
hood/sample sizes (Compositions) with 25 (a), 81 (b), and 225 (c) agents. Normal-
ized histograms (blue bars) and probability distributions expected for random data
(red curves). Deviations of probability distributions from random capture segre-
gation tendencies but vary by neighborhood size. (d) DFFT functions, H(n), for
each neighborhood size obtained through transformation of the probability distri-
butions. Overlap of functions demonstrate sample-size invariance. Bottom half:
Simulated ”counties” (Snapshots) with identical agent interactions but varying
county-scale compositions; 30% (e), 50% (f), and 70% (g) blue agents. (Composi-
tions) Neighborhood compositions grouped using neighborhood size of 25 agents.
Histograms (blue bars) and distributions expected for random data (red curves).
(h) DFFT functions, H(n), obtained through transformation of the histograms
vary only by a linear term, V n+ z (i), while higher order terms capturing segrega-
tion interactions f(n), are compositionally invariant as shown by overlap of these
functions (j).
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same curvature functions, f(n), that quantify neighborhood scale segregation be-

haviors. The independence of this f(n) function to changes in county composition,

referred to generally as compositional invariance [79], allows for 1) combining data

from counties with different overall compositions under the assumption that the

neighborhoods within them share the same segregation tendencies, and 2) predict-

ing how the probability distribution for a given county should change if the overall

composition of the county changes but its segregation tendencies remain the same.

Importantly, the size and composition invariant properties of this DFFT frame-

work allow for easily consolidating data and making comparisons between different

neighborhood compositions. Specifically, application of the DFFT form to US cen-

sus population counts leads to both vexation values (Fig. 4.4 left column) repre-

senting county compositions of racial subgroups and a frustration function (Fig. 4.4

middle column) characterizing segregation tendencies of a chosen subgroup at the

neighborhood scale. The data we use are Census block group population counts

(typically between 500-2,500 total individuals) categorized according to the three

largest racial/ethnic subgroups, Hispanics and Non-Hispanic Whites, Blacks, and

Others. The Census block group is the smallest spatial scale for which longitudi-

nal changes can be observed due to limitations in the publicly available data. To

consolidate data from neighborhoods with different total populations and within

different counties, we use a maximum likelihood approach (Methods) that extracts

DFFT functions from population counts for each subgroup separately. As ex-

pected, counties with high compositions of a given subgroup have low vexation

values and vice versa. Regionally, the vexation of the White, Hispanic and Black

subgroups are least in the Midwest, West, and South respectively. We simultane-

ously extract frustration functions for each subgroup and find that they all have

negative curvatures, which indicates significant neighborhood scale segregation be-
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tween each subgroup and the remainder of the population. For this analysis, we

assume that all counties share the same ”global” frustration function, f (G)(n) for

a given racial/ethnic subgroup, thus defining a measure of the ”average” segrega-

tion across the nation. This shared frustration function allows for the inclusion of

neighborhoods from all counties across the entire nation, including those counties

with small populations or dominated by one racial group for which the domain

of possible compositions is not well represented. We find through analysis of ran-

dom subsets of counties (see Computational Methods) that, despite differences in

segregation across the US, this global frustration captures the dominant trends

for these population subgroups. Using the above inferred DFFT functions, it is

now possible to generate the probability of observing neighborhood compositions

for a county with any hypothetical composition. Specifically, for each global frus-

tration function we tune the vexation value to generate probability distributions

for 1000 person neighborhoods in hypothetical counties with compositions of 25%,

50%, or 75% (Fig. 4.4 right column). Distributions for counties with 50% com-

position are spread out towards segregated compositions while distributions for

counties with 25% and 75% composition are peaked at compositions near zero and

one respectively. As such, these distributions provide an intuitive representation

of segregation. Differences between these distributions across the racial/ethnic

subgroups, shown in more detail in the supplemental materials, further demon-

strate that small differences between the global frustration functions give rise to

significantly different distributions. Such hypothetical distributions reflect an av-

erage segregation behavior across the United States and indicate whether an actual

neighborhood with a specific composition, n, is probable or improbable.

Importantly, the distributions shown in the right side of figure 4.4 and the dif-

ferences between them capture trends previously reported for these racial/ethnic
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Figure 4.4: DFFT functions applied to US census data quantify tenden-
cies of racial/ethnic subgroups towards different counties and tendencies
to segregate. (a,d,g) Vexations, v(C), of the Black, Hispanic, and White sub-
groups respectively for the contiguous US. Counties with lower vexations have
higher compositions of the respective subgroup. (b,e,h) Frustration functions,
f (G)(n), for the three respective subgroups, all of which possess negative curvature
indicative of segregation. Uncertainties of frustration functions are calculated using
bootstrapping (Methods) but are too small to see. (c,f,i) Hypothetical probabil-
ity distributions for 1000 person neighborhoods with county compositions of 25%,
50% or 75%. Distributions are calculated using the respective frustration func-
tions (b,e,h) and vexation values that match the desired county composition. The
spread of these distributions toward segregated values provides an interpretation
of the DFFT segregation functions. Uncertainties propagated from the frustra-
tion function are shown for all probability distributions but for most compositions
are on the order of the thickness of the line. See supplemental figures for clearer
visualization of uncertainties.
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subgroups. We investigate such trend in more detail in figure 4.5. For example, we

find that Black populations experience the greatest amount of segregation while

Hispanic populations experience the least amount of segregation as shown in the

top row of figure 4.5. This is frequently reported in the literature[69]. Further-

more, such hypothetical distributions are able to reveal greater nuance than is

immediately possible with most commonly used segregation indices. For example,

for White/non-White segregation (Fig. 4.5h), we see that it is more likely to see

a neighborhood with a majority White population (e.g. 80%) than a minority

White population (e.g. 20%). This trend decreases from the year 1990 to 2010.

This analysis thus provides further evidence to the hypothesis that the White sub-

group is more adverse to being a minority when compared to other racial and

ethnic subgroups than the Black and Hispanic subgroups and demonstrates that

these hypothetical distributions can yield new insights into segregation.

This quantification of neighborhood-scale demographics presents a remarkable

opportunity for making forecasts of future compositions. In particular, assuming

the global frustration function changes slowly over time, we expect that neighbor-

hoods will tend towards more likely compositions but with significant fluctuations.

Specifically, given the penalty function H(n) associated with a particular hypothet-

ical distribution, its derivative, H ′(n), quantifies the tendency of a neighborhood

with a given composition to undergo a small change in n. As such, we can use a

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to formulate a set of recursive equations for evolving

a neighborhood’s probability distribution where, at each step, the neighborhood

composition n transitions to lower (n − δn) or higher (n + δn) values with the

following probabilities p(n):
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Figure 4.5: Frustration function reveals national trends in segregation
both between different racial/ethnic groups and over time. (left col-
umn) Probability distributions inferred using global frustration functions, f (G)(n),
and vexation values tuned to match county compositions of 0.5 of the appropri-
ate ethnic subgroup along with zoomed in insets (right column) to better vi-
sualize differences between distributions. (a,b) Comparison between Black/non-
Black, Hispanic/non-Hispanic, and White/non-White distributions from 2000 cen-
sus. The Hispanic grouping has the greatest probability for integrated compositions
while Black subgroup has the least. (c,d) Black/non-Black segregation for years
1990, 2000, and 2010. Probabilities of integrated compositions increased and seg-
regated compositions decreased from 1990 to 2010. (e,f) Hispanic/non-Hispanic
segregation for years 1990, 2000, and 2010. Segregation remained relatively con-
stant from 1990-2010, possibly driven by a balance between decreasing segregation
between long-time residents and increased immigration of Hispanic persons. (g,h)
White/non-White segregation for years 1990, 2000, and 2010. Probabilities of pre-
dominantly White compositions near one decreased and probabilities of integrated
neighborhoods from 0.25-0.75 increased from 1990-2010. Uncertainties represent
one standard deviation calculated using bootstrapping methods.
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p(n→ n− δn) =
n

1 + e−H′(n)
(4.3)

p(n→ n+ δn) =
1− n

1 + eH′(n)
, (4.4)

Intuitively, the numerator in Eq. 4.3 reflects the composition of the chosen sub-

group while the numerator in Eq. 4.4 reflects the remaining subgroups. Thus, in a

predominantly White neighborhood it becomes more likely for a White person to

be replaced by a non-White person simply because there are more White people

than non-White people. The denominators, on the other hand, capture the segre-

gation tendencies of neighborhoods independently of such trivial statistical effects.

For example, if H ′(n) is large and positive, then the probability of increasing the

composition n becomes small (Eq. 4.3). These equations obey detailed balance

which guarantees that under reasonable conditions (see methods) any neighbor-

hood, regardless of its initial composition, will evolve its probability distribution

from being peaked at the initial composition to the distribution defined by H(n).

More interestingly, over a smaller number of iterations, these equations can fore-

cast which compositions are likely to undergo large changes and the relative rates

at which these changes will occur. This framework can make such forecasts while

also accounting for shifts in county compositions in a natural way. Since H ′ de-

pends on the vexation, changes in county composition (Fig. 4.6b) are incorporated

via an additional constant shift to the vexation for each county, vC → vC + µC ,

that constrains the forecast to match expected shifts in county demographics. For

example, if the county composition is expected to increase then adding a con-

stant µ < 0 to the vexation will uniformly shift H ′ down making it more likely

for any neighborhood, regardless of its composition, to increase n. Importantly,

these constant shifts do not affect the tendency of neighborhoods to segregate as
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defined by the frustration function f(n). Further, these µ values are constrained to

match predefined changes in county composition over a given number of iterations

of Eqs. 4.3,4.4, such as those predicted by traditional demographic projections at

the county scale (Fig. 4.6b)[36]. In this manner, the DFFT framework is able to

bridge scales from readily available demographic projections at the county scale to

compositional changes driven by segregation at the neighborhood scale.

As a final step towards achieving neighborhood-scale forecasts, we calibrate

the timescale associated with evolving the neighborhood-scale probability to the

annual time scale extracted from observing previous changes in compositions. In

figure 4.6c we plot the log-likelihood metric of forecast accuracy (Methods) for

neighborhood changes observed from 1990 to 2000 as a function of the time con-

stant, τ (C), for a given county C that scales the number of iterations using equa-

tions 4.3, 4.4 needed for a given neighborhood to change its composition in a

year. To account for differences in mobility among counties, we choose the value

of τ (C) that optimizes the forecast accuracy independently for each county. As-

suming these time constants do not change significantly on the decadal scale, this

calibration can be used to make forecasts over subsequent decades.

Using this framework, we forecast neighborhood composition changes from the

year 2000 to the year 2010. Specifically, we use the global frustration, f (G)(n),

and vexation, v(C), parameters from the year 2000 (Fig. 4.6a), and the constraints,

µ(C), matched to county composition changes (Fig. 4.6b) over a given number of it-

erations defined by τ (C) (Fig. 4.6c) to define, H ′(n) (Fig. 4.6d) used in Eqs. 4.3,4.4.

We then perform the appropriate number of iterations to forecast the probability

of a neighborhood (Fig. 4.6e) with an initial composition in the year 2000 (Fig. 4.6f

black line) to have any composition in the year 2010 (Fig. 4.6F blue line). These
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Figure 4.6: Analysis pipeline using DFFT functions to forecast changes
in block group compositions. (a) DFFT functions extracted from year 2000
population counts for White/non-White population. (b) Changes in the overall
composition of the counties from the years 2000 to 2010. (c). Log-likelihood
metric of forecast accuracy of LA county 2000 compositions using 1990 DFFT
functions plotted against the time scale, τ (C), with optimum time scale (red point)
for LA county. (d) Transition penalty is the derivative of the H(n) function built
using parameters from (a-c). High values for H ′(n) indicate a low probability
for increases in composition. (e) Randomly chosen neighborhood in LA county
(map marker). (f) Forecast of composition change of chosen neighborhood. Given
the initial composition in 2000 (vertical black dotted line), DFFT forecasts the
probability of observing any composition in the year 2010 (blue curve). (g) Our
historical forecasts can be validated by means of comparisons to observed changes
in neighborhood composition from 2000 to 2010, which is the subject of Fig. 5.

historic forecasts of the changes from 2000 to 2010 can then be compared to the

observed changes (Fig. 4.6g) to investigate the accuracy of this method.

We find our predictions for 2010 neighborhood composition changes based on

2000 neighborhood-scale data to be remarkably accurate. We illustrate this accu-

racy by presenting results for the 2000-2010 neighborhood composition changes of
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the White population for the three most populous counties in the US (LA county,

CA, Cook county, IL, and Harris county, TX), which contain sufficient neigh-

borhood samples to see trends in dynamics across nearly all compositions. The

DFFT forecasts of the probability of compositional changes, shown in Fig. 4.7a-

c (heatmaps), predict that integrated neighborhoods are both more susceptible

to change (greater variance) and, on average, experience the largest decrease

when compared to their segregated counterparts. These predictions arise from

a combination of the tendency of segregated neighborhoods to resist changes to

their composition with the simultaneous decrease in county composition of the

White subgroup. Comparison of these forecasts to actual changes in composition

(Fig. 4.7a-c blue scatter points) show that the same trends are actually present

in the 2010 census data. To further demonstrate this quantitative agreement, we

plot (Fig. 4.7d-f) the weighted moving averages of observed neighborhood changes

(blue curves) along side the DFFT forecasted average change (red curves) and the

change predicted from a standard method for small area population projections,

Constant Share of Population (CSP, green lines)[109]. We find that the DFFT

forecasts match the average changes in composition with impressive fidelity while

the CSP method is significantly less accurate. Beyond providing merely predic-

tions of average neighborhood change, however, the DFFT framework can forecast

the full probability distribution of observing any future composition. Importantly,

these forecasted distributions provide additional information regarding the likeli-

hood of any particular change in composition, thereby accounting for the impact

at small populations sizes (∼1000 individuals) of the randomness of birth, death,

and migration events. Prediction of such probability distributions are typically not

accessible in current small-area population projections such as the Constant Share

of Population method. To visualize the likelihood of a neighborhood’s change away
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from the mean, we plot the standard deviations (Fig. 4.7g-i) of the probabilistic

DFFT forecasts (red lines) and the observed neighborhood changes (blue lines)

and find good agreement. The close agreement indicates that our method can

forecast both average changes in composition and the likelihood of observing any

particular change in neighborhood composition.

To determine whether this framework introduces unexpected spatial biases both

within counties and across coarser regions in the US, we compare the spatial dis-

tribution of the prediction errors both at the neighborhood and county scales. To

allow for comparisons between neighborhood changes independently of their initial

compositions, we calculate differences between the observed changes (Fig. 4.7a-c

scatter points) and DFFT forecasted mean changes (Fig. 4.7d-f red curves), divide

these residuals by the standard deviations forecasted by DFFT (Fig. 4.7g-i) and

plot these normalized errors geospatially as bubbles (Fig. 4.7j-l) whose size is pro-

portional to the number of persons in a neighborhood. Spatial correlations in the

normalized errors at sub-county scales represent shared properties between nearby

neighborhoods that the DFFT framework does not account for. However, we find

the distribution of these normalized errors collected across the county (Fig. 4.7j-l

(insets)) approach Gaussian distributions with a mean of 0 and a standard devi-

ation of 1 suggesting that DFFT are reliable measures of neighborhood change.

Lastly, we take the root mean square of these normalized errors over each county

and compare them over the entire nation. We find these root mean square errors to

be roughly consistent across the United States (0.87±0.06 when weighted by pop-

ulation) indicating the accuracy of our forecasts extend beyond the three counties

shown here.

Encouraged by these results we turn our framework towards forecasting the
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Figure 4.7: Validation of DFFT forecasting method on 2010 census
data for White/non-White racial grouping. (a-c) Probabilitic forecasts
(heatmaps) of changes in neighborhood composition from 2000-2010 (y-axis) as
a function of initial composition (x-axis) for three most populous counties (LA,
Cook, and Harris) and observed changes in composition (scatter points) for com-
parison. (d-f) Mean forecasted changes (red curves) alongside weighted moving
averages of observed changes (blue curves) and a projection method, CSP (green
curves). Forecasts agree with observed changes and improve upon prior method.
(g-i) Forecasted standard deviations (red lines) alongside weighted moving stan-
dard deviations (blue lines). High values indicate greater dynamics. (j-l) Bubble
charts of differences between forecasted mean changes and observed changes nor-
malized by DFFT standard deviation, σDFFT . Bubble sizes are proportional to
neighborhood size s. (insets) Histograms of normalized differences within each
county (blue bars) and gaussian distributions (gray dotted curve). Neighborhoods
with similar errors are spatially clustered together at sub-county scales but ap-
proach gaussian distributions on county scales. (m) Root mean square errors
gathered across each county. Counties ≤ 2% White or non-White were excluded.
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neighborhood compositions for the years 2020 and beyond. Importantly, the anal-

ysis performed here was conducted prior to the release of the 2020 census results

and therefore serves as an additional blind test of the DFFT approach. Since

we do not know the changes in county compositions ahead of time, we employ

traditional population projections developed at the county scale [36] to approxi-

mate the expected change in county composition in time. We then use exactly the

same methodology described previously (Fig. 4.6) except now using 2000 and 2010

data to forecast neighborhood compositions changes for 2020. Separate example

forecasts for White, Hispanic, and Black populations in LA county are shown in

Figure 4.8. For the White subgroup (Fig. 4.8a), we present DFFT forecasts of

the probability of compositional changes (heatmaps) from 2010 to 2020. Similar

to the forecast of 2010 (Fig. 4.7a), due to the persistence of segregation, inte-

grated neighborhoods are expected to experience greater changes than segregated

neighborhoods, as shown by the increased vertical spread of the heatmaps and

quantified by the accompanying quintiles (green dotted lines). In addition to the

2020 projections, it is instructive to project such forecasts further into the future

to portray the ultimate impact that current segeregation drivers could have on our

population if they remain. Towards this end, we show forecasts for the years 2050

(Fig. 4.8b) and 2100 (Fig. 4.8c) constrained to match projected county composi-

tions for each intervening decade. As expected, we find that forecasted probability

distributions broaden over time with increasing spread between quintiles. Similar

trends are observed for the Hispanic and Black population subgroups (Fig. 4.8d-i).

The most notable difference is that the means of the projections (red lines) for

the Hispanic subgroup have an overall downward curvature due to an increase in

county composition. Collectively, these results indicate that if current segregation

drivers remain unchanged, neighborhoods with compositions at the extremes will
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Figure 4.8: Forecasts of unknown composition changes. DFFT forecasts of
the same type as Fig.5 (a-c) into the future for White (a-c), Hispanic (d-f), and
Black (g-i) subgroups in Los Angeles county, CA for the years 2020 (a,d,g), 2050
(b,e,h), and 2100 (c,h,i) using projected changes in county composition[36]. Red
curves track the DFFT forecasted mean and green dotted curves divide vertical
shaded probability distributions into equal probability quintiles. As time evolves,
forecasts become more spread. These forecasts do not account for errors in popu-
lation projections nor potential changes in segregation but, instead, only account
for accumulated statistical randomness from neighborhood changes over time.

not change significantly. In short, segregated neighborhoods will persist.
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4.3 Discussion and Conclusion

The success of the above forecasts at the neighborhood scale confirm that a segre-

gation function, as opposed to an index, can yield new insights and predictions of

residential demography. Moreover, we have shown that the probability distribu-

tions that result from these functions offer intuitive representations of segregation

behavior (Fig. 4.4c,f,i, and the supplemental).

In this work, we measured segregation tendencies using a global frustration

function that represents the dominant trends in segregation on the national scale.

However, it is well known that segregation varies across counties. Through the use

of multiple frustration functions to account for these differences, it may be possible

to group together counties according to their frustration functions and generate

more accurate forecasts. Such capabilities will provide a powerful new lens through

which to study residential demographics.

Moreover, this framework easily lends itself to further extensions that can im-

prove the accuracy of these small-area forecasts. For example, thus far we have

divided populations into only one subgroup at a time (e.g. White and non-White).

However, through the use of a multicomponent DFFT approach ([16]), we could di-

vide populations into multiple groups simultaneously (e.g. Black, White, and His-

panic). Such groupings have the potential to measure more detailed segregation

behaviors that better reflect population diversity and further improve forecasts.

Additionally, this framework relied solely on population counts. It is expected that

understandings of social processes and forecasts could be dramatically improved if

this framework included additional sources of data. For example, through study of

the profiles of neighborhoods that exhibit similar DFFT errors, we can understand

how neighborhood properties correlate with atypical changes. These correlations
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could then be incorporated in a model that generates forecasts based on both the

current composition of a neighborhood and properties such as median income or

housing type. Finally, by casting this problem of small-area projections into a

statistical framework with well-defined measures for forecast accuracy, we open

the door to further quantitative methods for improving predictions ranging from

traditional demographic projections to machine learning. Such techniques could

improve upon the already impressive accuracy obtained with this direct DFFT

approach.

Importantly, if forecasts shown here prove to be robust into the future, this

framework can aid in the development of policies addressing persistent racial in-

equities. For example, forecasts of average changes in neighborhood composition

(Fig. 4.2c) can inform decisions on the location of affordable housing, the allocation

of school resources, investments in local infrastructures, and access to goods and

services, with the aim of better meeting the needs of the future population. Fur-

thermore, the vertical spread of probabilistic forecasts (Fig. 4.7a-c) helps identify

neighborhoods most susceptible to potentially negative disruptions in their com-

munities such as those associated with gentrification and residential tipping. This

identification can inform the implementation of targeted policies such as housing

assistance to ameliorate displacement. With this end in mind, we have made our

forecasts available to any interested parties. Specifically, we have published on-

line the forecasted probability distribution for each individual neighborhood and

each racial/ethnic sub-grouping as well as an interactive open source geospatial

app to explore forecasting results for any neighborhood within the entire United

States. We anticipate that such data will enable better planning and allow for

more streamlined policy implementation at the neighborhood scale.
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We anticipate that this novel approach using population counts to quantify

segregation and forecast small-area projections may serve as an effective direction

for policy analysis. For example, through county comparisons, one may feasibly

correlate historical policies (e.g., redlining) with measurements of the resulting

frustration functions. Such an analysis could go beyond simple index-based mea-

surements and elucidate the impact of policies in greater detail. Moreover, this

quantification could model how such decisions may affect the spatial distributions

of population subgroups if implemented. More broadly, we hope that as the tools

presented here are improved and developed further by the wider community, they

will spur development of policies aimed at mitigating some of the more pernicious

and persistent inequities that continue to plague the nation.

4.4 Methods

Schelling simulation

To generate the statistics shown in figure 4.3, we employ a simulation similar to

the one described in [16], but without spatial effects and with moves in which

agents switch locations rather than move to empty cells. Briefly, the simulation

behaves according to the following rules. First, a pair of agents of different types

are chosen. Second, the number of red and blue 8-connected neighbors for each

site are counted. Third, the total change in Utility, ∆U , for the proposed move

is calculated where U(N) = 0.3N is a linear function of the number of neighbors,

N of the same type. Fourth, the agents switch if the move increases their Utility

∆U > 0, or, if the move decreases their Utility or keeps it the same, ∆U ≤ 0,

the agents switch with a probability e−∆U . For more details and the code used to
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perform this analysis, see Code Availability section.

Computational optimization of DFFT vexation and frustration param-

eters

As it is rare to observe neighborhoods with the same total population, s, we use

the sample size invariant penalty function shown in Eq. 4.1, H(n), which is the

primary focus of our computational methods. More precisely, given a collection

of counties, the penalty function is county specific, H(C)(n), where we optimize

for county specific linear terms (vexations), v(C), and a global frustration, f(n),

which captures higher-order terms. Given that the frustration is expected to be a

continuous function of the composition, n, it can be discretized and presumed con-

stant over sufficiently small compositional domains, f(n)→ fDn . Using maximum

likelihood estimation over the vexations and discretized frustrations,

L = max
fDn ,v

(C)

∑
C

∑
b

log
(
P (nb; sb, fDn , v

(C))
)
, (4.5)

they can be determined through non-linear optimization given a set of observa-

tions. Here the outer sum is over all counties C and the inner sum is over all

census block groups b ∈ C within the county. nb and sb represent the observed

composition and neighborhood size, respectively, and fDn is the appropriate dis-

cretized frustration term given the observation falls within its domain boundaries,

nb ∈ Dn, and P (nb; sb, fDn , v
(C)) is the corresponding probability. The binning for

the discretization need not have constant spacing: in practice, it is prudent to have

smaller domains near compositional extremes due to fact that the compositions of

many census block groups are dominated by one ethnic/racial subgroup. Once

a discretized frustration terms fDn are obtained, they can be made continuous

through an appropriate interpolation (e.g., cubic spline).
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An efficient approach to speed up the optimization is to employ Sterling’s approx-

imation for the binomial coefficient,(
s

sn

)
≈ e

−s
(
nln(n)+(1−n)ln(1−n)

)
. (4.6)

The advantage of this approach is that it allows the entropy factor, nln(n) + (1−

n)ln(1− n), to be absorbed into H(C)(n). The sum of the entropy factor and the

H(C)(n) function we refer to as H
(C)

(n). The form of equation (4.1) for a single

county then becomes

P (n; s) = z−1

(
s

sn

)
e−sH(n) ≈ z−1e−sH(n), (4.7)

where z remains the appropriate normalization. Specifically, because county prob-

ability distributions are generally not sharply peaked, consistent with segregation,

it is advisable to discretize H
(C)

(n) and keep the relationship to vexation and frus-

tration terms implicit. Differentiation of the likelihood with respect to fDn leads

to a maximum likelihood condition for each domain,

∑
C

∑
b

s
(C)
b δ(n

(C)
b ∈ D) =

∑
C

∑
s

sN (C)(s)Ns(n ∈ D)e−sH
(C)
D∑

D′ Ns(n ∈ D′)e−sH
(C)

D′
, (4.8)

where the left side corresponds to the observed data and the right side to the

behavior of the model. In this equation, n
(C)
b and s

(C)
b is the the observed compo-

sition and size of neighborhood b in county C. N (C)(s) is the number of times that

a neighborhood of size s occurs in the county, Ns(n ∈ D) is the number of possible

ways that a neighborhood of size s can end up in the domain D and δ(n
(C)
b ∈ D)

is defined as 1 if n
(C)
b is in the domain D and 0 otherwise.

On the other hand, differentiation of the likelihood with respect to v(C) leads

to a maximum likelihood condition for each county,

∑
b

s
(C)
b n

(C)
b =

∑
s

∑
D n

(C)
D sN (C)(s)Ns(n ∈ D)e−sH

(C)
D∑

DNs(n ∈ D)e−sH
(C)
D

, (4.9)
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where n
(C)
D is the average observation in county C and domain D.

It is now possible to define an error function based on how far the parameters

deviate from these conditions, find the gradients, and perform a more efficient non-

linear optimization than would be possible using the exact solution, represented

by Eq.4.5.

Detailed balance of dynamic DFFT forecasting model

Here we demonstrate that the recursive equations used for forecasting

(Eqs. 4.3, 4.4) obey detailed balance, thus guaranteeing that neighborhood proba-

bility distributions will eventually evolve to the distribution in equation 4.1 under

reasonable conditions. Detailed balance states that, at equilibrium, every possible

process is in equilibrium with its reverse. For our model this gives

P (n+ ∆n)p(n+ ∆n→ n) = P (n)p(n→ n+ ∆n) ∀n, (4.10)

where P (n) is the probability that the neighborhood has composition n, and

p(n→ n+ ∆n) is the probability that a neighborhood with n changes to n+ ∆n

within a given time-step. Because neighborhoods have discrete compositions

which, provided a sufficiently small time-scale, change one move at a time, we

can consider limit our considerations to one-person increments: ∆n = 1/s ≡ δn.

The recursive equations are thus

p(n→ n− δn) =
n

1 + e−s
(
H(n)−H(n−δn)

) (4.11)

p(n→ n+ δn) =
1− n

1 + es
(
H(n+δn)−H(n)

) , (4.12)

where the derivatives of the recursive equations (4.3,4.4) are represented by the

appropriate finite difference. The detailed balance condition from 4.10 can then
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be rewritten as

P (n+ δn)

P (n)
=
p(n→ n+ δn)

p(n+ δn→ n)
. (4.13)

The ratio of consecutive binomial coefficients on the left-hand side simplifies to

(1−n)/(n+δn), and the identity (1+e−x)/(1+ex) = e−x produces e−s
(
H(n+δn)−H(n)

)
on the right-hand side, so that each side can be seen to be (1−n)

(n+δn)
e−s
(
H(n+δn)−H(n)

)
,

thereby establishing detailed balance and demonstrating that the transition prob-

abilities indeed lead to the expected probability distribution.

Transition matrix implementation of recursive forecasting equations

For convenience and computational efficiency, we incorporate the recursive equa-

tions (Eqs. 4.3, 4.4) into a transition matrix, T , that evolves forecasted probability

vectors into the future. Representing the full probability distribution of observing

a given composition as a probability vector λ = [P (n)], the transition matrix T

forecasts future probability distributions using simple matrix multiplication,

λt+1 = Tλt, (4.14)

from the initial condition

λ0 =


1 if n = n0

0 otherwise

,

where the composition is known exactly. Eq. 4.14 then allows rapid prediction of

the time evolution of the state vector λ into the future.

Optimization of the µ(C) and τ (C) parameters

To match forecasts of the form generated using equation 4.14 onto observed dynam-

ics, we simultaneously account for shifts in county compositions (Fig. 4.6b) while
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aligning our dynamic DFFT framework onto the decade time scale (Fig. 4.6c). To

constrain forecasts to a desired future county composition after a chosen number

of iterations i(C) of equation 4.14, we choose the appropriate value of the county

composition constraint µ(C). To find this value quickly we note that if the number

of iterations are applied in proportion to the neighborhood size then the expected

compositional change, to lowest order, is neighborhood-size independent. This

allows us to obtain a good approximation of µ(C) using only the average neighbor-

hood size in the county. Then, using the initial probability vector, λ(C) and a given

number of iterations, i(C), we use a binary search to find the value of µ(C) that,

when incorporated with the transition matrix, T , shifts the expected value of the

probability vector from the initial county composition to the desired final county

composition, e.g. 〈nfinal〉 =
∑

n(T iµλ
(C))n. As expected, when the proposed num-

ber of iterations, i(C), is small, then the absolute value of µ(C) is large in order to

quickly drive the county composition to the desired final composition.

Finally, to determine the correct total number of iterations i for evolv-

ing neighborhood compositions, we optimize a time constant τ (C) (units of

# of iterations/person/year) using historical composition changes. For the un-

derlying transition matrix T , a single iteration corresponds to the average rate at

which a single individual move is considered. For example, the number of iterations

needed for a neighborhood with s persons over a 10 year period is i = 10sτ (C),

thus allowing for more individual moves for neighborhoods with greater popula-

tions. It is important to keep in mind that, beyond proportionality to population

size, many local factors may influence the rate of moves, from housing type to local

culture. To determine the optimal time constant, we consider a list of trial time

constants from 0.1 to 3. We then calculate the corresponding values of µ(C) for

a given proposed county composition change and each trial time constant. Then,
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for each county, we take each individual neighborhood b with size sb and initial

composition nb,0 and, from it, generate a forecast using Eq. 4.14 and the number of

iterations defined by the trial time constant in order to forecast the full probability

distribution λb. From these forecasted probability distributions, λb, for each time

constant, we can extract the probability of the observed final composition, nb,f .

We assume neighborhood size stays the same and thus round the final composition

to the nearest possible composition for the initial neighborhood size. Lastly, we

sum the log of these probabilities over the neighborhoods within a county to build

a log-likelihood metric, L(C), of the forecast for each candidate time constant,

L(C) =
∑
b

log(λb(nf ; τ
(C))), (4.15)

where the sum is over all neighborhoods b ∈ C in county C. We then choose

the time constant that leads to the greatest log-likelihood value. The observed

values for these time constants can vary from 0.1 to 2.5. Such variations are likely

due to differences in mobility within different counties, (urban counties typically

have greater mobilities and time constants than rural counties), differences in seg-

regation between counties, and the effect of redistributions of subgroups within

counties. Time constants for counties are shown in the Supplemental Information.

Statistics of forecasting accuracy

We develop here a summary statistic for the accuracy of our forecasts of the block

group compositions in the year 2010 to open the door to future methods that

may surpass results presented here. Since our forecasts are probabilistic, we use a

log-likelihood metric,

L =

∑
b log(λb(nf ))∑

b sb
, (4.16)
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where the sum is over neighborhoods b from all counties in the US and λb(nf )

is the probability of observing the composition nf in the year 2010. Since the

log-likelihood roughly scales with the population size, we normalize by the to-

tal population of all the included neighborhoods,
∑

b sb, in the year 2000 to al-

low for more flexibility in making comparisons. Furthermore, to address out-

liers due to data quality issues as discussed in the Data Availability section,

we apply a log-likelihood floor value of -10 and do not include neighborhoods

whose total population changed by more than 25%. We thus obtain values of

L = 4.13008×10−3, 3.73931×10−3, and 3.41130×10−3 for the White, Hispanic, and

Black subgroupings respectively. These summary statistics for forecasts alongside

the data used to generate them serve as a baseline for researchers across disciplines

to improve upon.

Uncertainties in frustration functions and hypothetical probability dis-

tributions

To approximate uncertainties in frustration functions inferred from population

counts, we subsample counties using bootstrapping methods. Specifically, we ran-

domly select 100 subsets of counties that contain at least 50 million total people.

Then, we extract frustration functions that best fit population counts from each of

these subsets and use those functions and their resulting probability distributions

to generate the shading region representing one standard deviation shown in fig-

ures 4.4 and in Supplemental figures. While segregation certainly varies between

counties, these uncertainties represent the confidence of the nationwide average

frustration function, f (G)(n).
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4.4.1 Code availability

Code for analysis performed here is written in Python and/or Julia and can be

found at https://osf.io/tgxcr/?view_only=4826e86ce189420d846c8f16b934ac2c.

Within this repository are also open-source tools for users to geospatially ex-

plore both the accuracy of the forecasts of the 2010 census results and to gen-

erate forecasts into the future. Furthermore, up-to-date code for the Schelling

simulation analysis as used for figure 4.3 alongside examples are available at

https://github.com/yunuskink/DFFT-Schelling-model.

4.4.2 Data availability

Raw data, processed data, and forecasts for each neighborhood can be found at

https://osf.io/tgxcr/?view_only=4826e86ce189420d846c8f16b934ac2c in-

cluding results for the non-contiguous parts of the US not shown in figures here.

Raw census block group population counts for 1990, 2000, and 2010 were obtained

through NHGIS [57]. This dataset was used to infer DFFT functions as shown

in figure 4.4. Furthermore, we use longitudinally tracked population counts ap-

proximately aligned to 2010 block group geometries developed by NHGIS[57] to

optimize the time scales, τ (C), and also to validate the accuracy of the forecast

as shown in figure 4.7. However, such alignment of block group geometries over

time are prone to significant errors[56]. For example, dense populations such as

correctional facilities and dormitories can be moved from one neighborhood to an

adjacent neighborhood leading to unrealistic changes in residential compositions.

We found neighborhoods whose total population changed by less than 25% had no

clear alignment error and so only include those neighborhoods for optimizing time
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scales. We additionally set a floor for the minimum log-probability in Eq. 4.15 to

−10 to reduce the weight given to potential outliers not filtered out by changes

in total neighborhood population. For example, counties with zero Black persons

in 2000 technically have infinite vexations, v(C) = ∞. If Black persons moved

into such a county, then unrealistically poor forecasts result, and setting such a

minimum probability minimized the impact of such outlier events.

Projections of changes in county scale composition used in Figs. 4.2, 4.8 were

calculated using the SSP2 forecast from Hauer (2019).
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The three examples presented here suggest the broad potential applications of

DFFT onto data from density-driven systems. With walking fruit flies, we pre-

dicted how a large population of flies would distribute itself in an environment

using observations of a small population of flies. With the Schelling simulation

of residential segregation, we predicted the detailed time-dependent response of a

city to an abrupt change in its population. Lastly, using US census population

counts, we quantified racial segregation to forecast how likely neighborhoods were

to change their racial composition across a ten year period. Importantly, each of

these applications work without any free parameters and thus provide a recipe for

applying the same methodology onto novel datasets.

For interdisciplinary researchers interested in testing applications of DFFT onto

novel systems, I propose the following recipe for initial exploratory analysis of

density data:

1. Choose the DFFT model that matches the type of data collection.

Here, we assumed that random binomial and multinomial distributions fit

non-interacting demographic data because data came from discrete counts

of individuals within blocks with known maximum capacities. We assumed

a null Poisson distribution for fly data, however, since we did not know a

priori how many flies could fit in a bin. Each of these distributions is simply a

product of a combinatorial term and a function that is linear in the exponent

with respect to the number of individuals. The DFFT form, then, is simply

product of these distributions and a density-dependent function e−sf(n) where

s is proportional to the size of the bin and n is the density, 0 ≤ n ≤ 1. The
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curvature of the frustration function f(n) captures the tendencies to observe

some densities more often than random. The choice of a random distribution

is important for interpretation of the function f(n). For example, by choosing

the Poisson distribution for the flies, we assume that an infinite number of

flies could, in principle, fit into a single bin, which is clearly impossible. As

such, the positive curvature of the frustration function then includes effects

due to the finite size of flies and the bins. Instead, we could have chosen

a binary form for DFFT by assuming a reasonable maximum number of

flies that could fit into the bin. In that case, the finite size of the flies

would have been accounted for in part, by the binomial combinatorial term.

Different models may be necessary for different measurements of density

such as measurements of continuous density as opposed to discrete counts or

the use of a weighted density measurement, but in most cases the Poisson

or multinomial forms will be most natural since density measurements are

typically the discrete number of individuals found in a given area or volume.

Regardless of this choice, however, one should still be able to calculate the

probability distribution for a chosen vexation value which is a more intuitive

representation of the frustration function.

2. Collect histograms of density in similar environments. To manipulate

data into the probablistic form, P (n), DFFT requires multiple observations

of density across similar environments. This process is more obvious for some

data sets than others. For example, with the fly and simulation data sets,

we used multiple observations in a given location over a period of time to

build histograms for each binned subset of the environment. For the census

data, however, this is impossible since reliable public data on demograph-

ics are updated only every ten years and segregation is changing over time.
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Instead, we made the assumption that each neighborhood within a county

is in the exact same environment and assigned a single set of observations

to each county. We also had to develop maximum likelihood algorithms to

accommodate the sparse nature of such data. Other methods to group den-

sity data into histograms may be possible. For example, consider a dataset

of tree densities. It may not be possible to wait long enough to collect den-

sity observations over time given the timescale of tree reproduction. It also

may not be possible to group together neighboring spatial bins in a forest

if the environment changes too quickly over space. Instead, one may choose

to group together observations in locations with similar rainfall, elevation,

slope, etc.. to build histograms even if these locations are far apart. This

grouping of observations would thus allow for multiple observations in similar

environments to build the histograms input into the DFFT framework.

3. Test for universality of the frustration function. Specifically, test the

extent by which the frustration function changes as either the bin (block) size

or the environment changes. Fortunately, this is usually straightforward and

can quickly validate the extent by which DFFT will be able to generate fore-

casts. To do so, one need only extract the frustration function for different

bin sizes and for different locations and investigate whether their curvatures

overlap as was shown in figure 2.2. If frustration functions across different

environments do overlap, then the next step below is nearly guaranteed to

work. If not, then the interactions between individuals may change across the

environment, which may be useful knowledge in itself. For example, in an up-

coming work we show that the frustration frustration is different in different

counties. We then use this to capture differing segregation within the U.S.A.

The frustration function may also change across different bin/block sizes. In
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this case, either the model is incorrect or there is an important feature in

the interactions between individuals that is sensitive to scale. Thus far, for

reasonably sized bins, the frustration function typically changes slowly with

the area of the density measurement.

4. Use subsets of data to test the predictive accuracy of DFFT. Given a

frustration function independent of its environment, the accurate prediction

of the probability distribution in one environment using data from another

environment is a foregone conclusion. Regardless, for intuition purposes

alone, it helps to generate predictions such as those performed using fruit

flies in chapter 2. Specifically, the density of flies was predicted for an envi-

ronment after undergoing a change in the total number of flies. Evaluation of

the accuracy of such predictions can be the most intuitive manner to visualize

the size of errors that arise even in perfect systems due to limited data. Such

predictions are also helpful since quantifying differences between DFFT func-

tions is not as intuitive. Furthermore, comparison between the predictions

and an appropriately chosen null model shed light as to how useful DFFT is

compared to traditional models. One example path would be to take data

from environments with low average densities, extract a frustration function

f(n) from just that data, optimize a vexation constant(s) with that frustra-

tion to achieve a desired higher average density, then compare that modelled

probability distribution using the frustration function and vexation to the

observed histogram for a bin with that same average density.

5. Generate time-dependent predictions (optional). If data allows, time-

dependent DFFT can be used to predict how a system will behave in short

time scales such as those demonstrated in chapters 3 and 4. Fundamentally,

such predictions exploit DFFT’s ability to infer the full probability distri-
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bution. In particular, if density changes incrementally, the time-dependent

methods above use the probability distributions to approximate the likeli-

hood of a sample with a given density to increase or decrease its density into

the future. These likelihoods can then be built into a model that captures

the dynamics of the system. There are multiple approaches one can use

depending on the type of forecast. The agent-based modelling forecast in

chapter 3 allows for flexibility to add in more features to the forecast while

the transition matrices used in chapter 4 are simpler and faster. Any ap-

proach, however, should converge at long times onto the same probability

distributions we expect from the DFFT framework.

Models of complex systems can roughly be placed onto a Venn diagram with

two categories: models that can describe a system and models that can predict how

those systems will behave under new conditions. Many models fit into only one of

those categories. For example, measures of segregation fall into the first category

alone since, although they can measure segregation, they cannot predict neigh-

borhood change. On the other hand, machine learning algorithms often fall into

the second category since, although they can make predictions, their parameters

typically cannot provide intuition about the system they model. DFFT, however,

has advantages from both categories. First, it uses data to generate functions that

are interpretable about the cumulative interactions within a system. Second, it

can use those functions to generate accurate predictions.

The path forward from these works will entail incorporating the probabilistic

framework of DFFT into the many statistical tools available today. For example,

many predictive machine learning methods work best on data that can be turned

onto normal distributions. DFFT accomplishes that by turning a density dataset
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into a set of probabilistic observations such as those shown in figure 4.7. This

paves the way for improved forecasts using the extensive neighborhood-scale data

that is publicly available. Clustering algorithms are also often built on statistical

frameworks. DFFT could then feasibly be used alongside clustering methods to

search for subsets within a data set that share similar social interactions. Such

capabilities would then make DFFT an excellent starting point for the analysis of

any complex density-dependent system.
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